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ABSTRACT

The efficiency of knowledge flow has been observed to be an important factor in the

success of large corporations and communities. In recent years, the concept of knowledge

flow has been widely investigated from economics, organizational science and strategic

management perspectives. In this dissertation, we study knowledge flows from an

Information Technology perspective. The technological challenges to enabling the

efficient flow of knowledge can be characterized by two key problems, the passive nature

of current knowledge management technologies and the information overload problem.

In order to enable efficient flow of knowledge, there is a need for high precision

recommender systems and proactive knowledge management technologies that automate

knowledge delivery and enable the regulation, control and management of knowledge

flows. Although several information retrieval and filtering techniques have been

developed over the past decade, delivering the right knowledge to the knowledge workers

within the right context remains a difficult problem.

In this dissertation, we integrate and build upon the information retrieval and

workflow literature to develop and evaluate technologies that address the critical gap in

current knowledge management systems. Specifically, we make the following key

contributions: (1) we demonstrate a concept-hierarchy-based filtering mechanism and

evaluate its efficiency for knowledge distribution. (2) We propose a new architecture that

supports the automation of knowledge flow via task-centric document recommendation,

and develop a query generation technique for automatically deriving queries from task

descriptions and evaluate its efficacy in a domain-specific corpus. (3) We develop an
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analytical model for predicting the performance of a query and validate the model by

analyzing its performance in several domain-specific corpora. (4) We propose a new type

of workflow called knowledge workflows to automate the flow of knowledge in an

enterprise and present a formal model for representing and executing knowledge

workflows.

The lack of an enterprise wide knowledge flow infrastructure is one of the major

impediments to knowledge sharing across an organization. We believe the technologies

proposed in this dissertation will contribute towards a new generation of knowledge

management systems that will enable the efficient flow of knowledge and eliminate the

technological barriers to knowledge sharing across an organization.
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1 INTRODUCTION

According to Forrester Research (Orlov 2004), “organizations need to set up an

environment where people can share ideas, provide each other with updates, keep

document versions straight, and reuse prior work.” That is, an enterprise must manage

the distribution of knowledge across space, time and organizational boundaries in real

time, which we refer to as “enterprise knowledge flow”. The efficiency of knowledge

flow has been observed to be an important factor in the success of large corporations and

communities (Gupta and Govindarajan, 2000; Tiwana, Bharadwaj and Sambamurthy,

2003; Zhuge, 2006). In recent years, the concept of knowledge flow has been widely

investigated from economics (Park and Kim, 1999), organizational science and strategic

management perspectives (Appleyard, 1996; Gupta and Govindrajan, 2000). In this

dissertation, we study organizational knowledge flows from an Information Technology

perspective.

This dissertation consists of a collection of closely related studies in which we

develop and evaluate different technologies that are aimed at automating the flow of

knowledge in the form of documents between knowledge workers, information systems

and repositories. We develop and evaluate technologies that address a critical gap in

current knowledge management technologies, which primarily provide search and storage

functions as opposed to the flow of knowledge (Fahey and Prusak, 1998). We believe the

new technologies proposed in this dissertation will contribute towards a new generation

of knowledge management infrastructure for enabling enterprise knowledge flow, the

lack of which currently is one of the major impediments to knowledge sharing across an
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organization (Bruno, 2002). An overview of the different approaches we adopt in this

dissertation is given in Figure 1.1. Next, we outline the four studies that together provide

the much needed advances in knowledge flow research.

Context

Automating Knowledge Flow

User-Centric
Knowledge
Distribution

Task-Centric
Document

Recommendation

Knowledge Flow
Management

Chapter 3
Evaluating a

Concept-Space
Approach

Chapter 4
Enabling Task-

Centric Document
Recommendation

Chapter 5
Predicting

Recommender
Performance

Chapter 6
Automating
Knowledge

Flow Process

Dissertation

Approach

Figure 1.1. Overview of dissertation research

In the first study, we evaluate the efficiency of a concept hierarchy based filtering

mechanism for knowledge distribution. Specifically, we analyze the performance of an

organizational-concept-space-based approach for distributing documents to interested

users. An experimental evaluation is presented which suggests that the concept-space-

based approach can improve the precision and recall significantly under certain

conditions.
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In the second study, we propose a system architecture that supports “automated

knowledge flow” via task-centric document recommendation. We also compare task-

centric document recommendation with two existing knowledge flow techniques, that is,

model-based document search and user initiated document retrieval. In addition, we

develop a query generation technique for automatically deriving queries from task

descriptions. An empirical evaluation of the proposed technique indicates that it retrieves

a higher number of relevant documents (as high as 90%) than a baseline tf-idf approach

that is typical in information retrieval (IR) systems.

In the third study, we further investigate task-centric recommender systems by

developing an analytical model for predicting the performance of a query. Predicting

query performance is especially important in the context of task-centric recommendations

as it can help prevent information overload by disabling document recommendations

when they are not likely to be relevant. We evaluate the query performance model by

analyzing its effectiveness across multiple domain specific corpora.

In the fourth study, we adopt a workflow-centric approach to knowledge flow

automation. Specifically, we investigate the research and technology gaps between the

needs of organizational knowledge flows and the conventional workflow paradigm. We

argue that the conventional workflow cannot be used to automate knowledge flows

directly because of a paradigm mismatch. Then, we propose a solution to this problem

by outlining a system architecture that integrates knowledge discovery techniques and an

intelligent workflow engine, leading to what we refer to as the knowledge workflow

management system.
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This dissertation is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we review relevant literature

corresponding to the different approaches adopted in this dissertation. In Chapter 3, we

analyze a concept hierarchy based technique for knowledge distribution. In Chapter 4, we

present a new paradigm for task-centric document recommendation and evaluate an

automatic query generation technique for document recommendation in a domain specific

corpus. In Chapter 5, we present an analytical model for predicting the performance of

document recommender systems and evaluate its performance in multiple domain-

specific corpora. In Chapter 6, we develop a new approach to automating knowledge

flows called knowledge workflows, and present a formal model for implementing and

executing knowledge workflows. We summarize our contributions and conclude in

Chapter 7.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter, we review relevant literature in information retrieval and workflow based

knowledge management that form the foundation of the technologies discussed in this

dissertation. We categorize the relevant literature into four major categories: (1)

information filtering systems, (2) task-centric document recommender systems, (3)

knowledge flow analysis and management, and (4) recommender performance analysis

literature.

2.1 Information Filtering Systems

Information filtering systems can be broadly classified into collaborative systems and

content based systems (Oard and Marchionini, 1996). Collaborative systems make

decisions based on ratings supplied by a group of people, and is based on the assumption

that similarity of historical preferences between users is a predictor of future interests of

an individual user. Collaborative filtering techniques have been widely used for

information filtering in usenet groups (Goldberg et. al., 1992; Resnick et. al., 1994).

Collaborative filtering systems are said to automate “word of mouth” recommendation

techniques and are also widely used for product recommendation purposes (Huang, Zeng

and Chen, 2004).

However, such systems require a critical mass of users with common interests to be

efficient (Oard and Marchionini, 1996). Also, the predictive capability of such systems is

based on the assumption that historical similarity between user preferences is an indicator

of future preferences. This assumption might not hold in all cases.
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Content based techniques rely primarily on user profiles and the information

contained in documents to make a decision on distributing the document. Several

content-based filtering mechanisms have been proposed based on keyword vector profiles

(Lang, 1995), Bayesian classifiers (Pazzani and Billsus, 1997), machine learning

techniques (Billsus and Pazzani, 2000; Mooney and Roy, 1999) and specialized filtering

mechanisms based on domain specific ontologies such as in the medical domain

(Sarnikar, Zhao and Gupta, 2005).

Most commonly used content based techniques for information filtering at a recent

text retrieval conference include support vector machines (SVM), Rocchio algorithm and

perceptron based learning algorithms (Robertson and Soboroff, 2002). Support vector

machines (Vapnik, 1995), is a statistical algorithm that is widely used for text

classification applications. Rocchio algorithm is used for optimizing queries for relevance

feedback in information retrieval applications (Joachims, 1997). Some of the problems

with these techniques are that they require a large amount of data to train, and cannot

usually be adopted for real-time information filtering and distribution applications.

Previous literature has proposed that user profiling can be used to filter messages and

identify messages of interest to the users (Foltz and Dumais, 1992; Kindo, Yoshida,

Morimoto and Watanabe, 1997; Stadnyk, and Kass, 1992). A variety of techniques to

generate and maintain user profiles have been developed (Kuflik and Shoval, 2000). User

profiles can be modified over time to reflect changes in user interests (Lam,

Mukhopadhyay, Mustafa and Palakal, 1996). Also, techniques exist to automatically

create domain specific conceptual networks from a set of documents by statistical co-
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occurrence techniques (Chen et al., 1996) or by analyzing subsumption relationships

(Sanderson and Croft, 1999). Zhao, Kumar and Stohr (2000) combine user profiling with

hierarchical concept spaces to form an organizational concept space that can aid in

efficient distribution of information to the members of the organization. Such a technique

can also be integrated into an organization’s workflow, enabling information distribution

to become a routine organizational process (Zhao, Kumar and Stohr, 2001). In Chapter 3,

we describe the implementation of the knowledge distribution mechanism described in

(Zhao, Kumar and Stohr, 2001) and present an analysis of the preliminary experimental

results.

2.2 Task-Centric Document Recommender Systems

Given that a significant portion of enterprise knowledge is embedded in documents,

and the strong correlation between the flow of work and the flow of knowledge (Nissen,

2002), researchers have suggested previously to automate knowledge flow across an

organization by integrating the workflow management systems and knowledge

management systems with document recommendation techniques (Zhao, 2002).

Extensions to workflow technology such as the KnowMore system (Abecker et al., 2000),

the KnowledgeScope system (Kwan and Subramanian, 2003) and Project Memory

(Weiser and Morrison, 1998), have been proposed to support knowledge management

functionalities within workflow management systems.

While the KnowledgeScope system automates the process of knowledge capture

during work processes, the KnowMore project is aimed at automating the delivery of

relevant documents to users within the context of tasks. The project memory system
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proposed by Weiser and Morrison (1998) is an object oriented model for capturing

project specific contexts and the input and output documents associated with the project.

However, these existing approaches require the explicit specification of document needs

at design time and do not support the automatic generation of queries at runtime.

Several mechanisms have been proposed to retrieve task-specific documents based on

contextual information (Burton-Jones et al., 2002; Budzik and Hammond, 2000;

Finkelstein et al., 2002). Burton-Jones et al., (2002) proposed a query processing

technique that improves user specified queries using ontology and an external lexicon.

Finkelstein et al. (2002) proposed a system that leverages contextual information

surrounding the source of a user specified query, while Budzik and Hammond (2000)

utilized user’s feedback to deliver context-sensitive documents. These techniques require

users to select key terms for retrieving relevant documents. We refer to knowledge flow

implemented based on these existing techniques as “user-initiated document retrieval”

because the queries must be originated by users.

2.3 Knowledge Flow Analysis and Management

Knowledge flow models have been presented from varying perspectives and at

different conceptual levels in the literature. Nissen (2002) proposes a dynamic model for

classifying the knowledge flow patterns in an enterprise. The model is based on a

characterization of the flow of work as horizontal processes and the flow of knowledge as

complementary vertical processes. The vertical processes are cross-process activities that

drive the flow of knowledge across space-time and organizational divisions in an

enterprise. Ibrahim and Nissen (2003) apply the dynamic knowledge flow model to
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analyze complex knowledge flows in the construction industry during the feasibility-

entitlement phase of a construction project. Zhuge (2002) proposes a knowledge flow

model to enable knowledge sharing between peers in a team environment. The model

involves a two-dimensional knowledge field where knowledge is represented along the

dimensions of knowledge type and knowledge level. The model is based on the

assumptions that the knowledge requirements of similar tasks are of the same type and

the knowledge requirements of peers are at the same knowledge level.

A methodology for document flow coordination is presented in Zhao (2002). The

approach involves the creation of an Organizational Knowledge Network, which consists

of work-nets and awareness nets. An analytical method called the Knowledge

Association Algebra is also presented for maintaining and initializing the Organizational

Knowledge Network. Kim et al. (2003) propose a process-based framework for analyzing

knowledge flow. They identify different knowledge flow patterns and present a technique

to document knowledge at the conceptual, logical and physical levels. They propose a

six-step approach to knowledge flow analysis that includes defining an ontology, process

analysis, knowledge extraction, knowledge flow analysis, knowledge specification, and

knowledge validation.

In addition to knowledge flow modeling and analysis, a related category of literature

includes workflow systems that are extended to model a wider range of processes.

Various approaches have been explored in imparting flexibility to workflow systems. A

related concept is of ad-hoc workflows (Voorhoeve and van der Aalst, 1997). An ad-hoc

workflow enables end users to modify processes during execution. Ad-hoc workflows are
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based on process templates that form a part of a hierarchy. While higher-level templates

are relatively inflexible, the lower level templates can be modified based on the

requirements of each case.

Some of the conceptual foundations of knowledge flow automation can be traced to

high-level frameworks for workflow enabled knowledge management systems. Stein and

Zwass (1995) propose a high level framework for a new type of information system

called the organizational memory information system (OMIS), which is aimed towards

acquisition, retention, search and retrieval of knowledge. Workflow systems are well

suited for actualizing organizational memory (Zhao, 1998) and can serve as a conduit for

knowledge distribution and management (Zhao et al., 2000). The frameworks proposed

by Stein and Zwass (1995) and Zhao (1998) describe the requirements and architecture of

IT enabled knowledge flow systems at a high level of abstraction and help guide future

research in this area. However, they do not contain sufficient detail to guide the actual

implementation of an enterprise-wide knowledge flow infrastructure.

2.4 Recommender Performance Analysis

Research in improving retrieval performance can be classified into algorithm oriented

and query oriented categories. Algorithm oriented literature focuses on improvements to

ranking and similarity measures and new mechanisms for representing and interpreting

document corpora. Recent examples of such efforts include a genetic algorithm based

ranking mechanism (Fana et al., 2005) and language model based retrieval paradigms

(Ponte and Croft, 1998; Zhai and Lafferty, 2004). Query oriented literature focuses on

improving performance using techniques such as query expansion (Carpineto et al., 2001)
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and analyzing the queries that are used for retrieval to predict the quality of retrieval

results.

Predicting query performance has been approached from several different

perspectives. Most predictors can be classified as query-based predictors and retrieval set

based predictors. While query based predictors rely solely on the characteristics of the

query and query terms, retrieval set-based predictors are derived from the characteristics

of the documents retrieved by the query. Several query-based features have been

evaluated for their ability to predict query performance. De Loupy and Bellot (2000)

propose the use of query features such as synonymy, polysemy and inverse document

frequency in predicting query performance.

Mothe and Tanguy (2005) evaluate the effect of several linguistic features of a query

on retrieval performance. Among the several features evaluated, only syntactic link span

and polysemy count were observed to be weakly correlated with precision and recall. He

and Ounis (2005) use query scope, average collection term frequency, and a simplified

query clarity measure to predict query performance. Another approach predicts query

performance based on the cosine similarity between queries in a query space (Sullivan,

2001). In addition to ranking queries, another technique is to differentiate between the

weakest and the strongest queries using a classification approach (Kwok, 2005). Using

inverse document frequency and average term frequency values, support vector

regression has been used to identify about half of the weakest and 10 percent of the

strongest queries (Kwok, 2005).
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Most retrieval set-based measures are based on the cluster hypothesis (Jardine and

van Rijsbergen, 1971) and utilize information entropy like measures to predict query

performance. Cronen-Townsend, Zhou and Croft (2002) analyze a language model based

approach to predicting query performance. They develop a clarity score, which is based

on the KL-divergence score between the query and collection language models, to predict

query performance. The clarity score is designed to measure the lack of ambiguity in a

query. Vinay et al., (2006) propose four different predictive measures that are based on

cluster hypothesis and are derived from the retrieved set of documents. They include

clustering tendency as measured by cox-lewis statistic, the sensitivity to document

perturbation, sensitivity to query perturbation, and local intrinsic dimensionality. They

observe that sensitivity to document perturbation achieves the best performance in query

prediction.

Yom-Tov et al., (2004) propose a machine learning approach to predicting query

difficulty. The features used in the algorithm are derived from the overlap in retrieved

documents between each query term and the full query, and the logarithm of the

document frequency of the term. Amati et al., (2004) discuss the prediction of query

performance in the context of its application to query expansion (QE). They develop a

measure based on each query terms document frequency and term frequency, and use the

divergence from randomness framework (DFR) to predict query performance. Other

retrieval set-based measures include information gain (Jin et al., 2001) and a measure of

the dispersion in the top ranked documents (Rorvig, 2000).
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A classification of query failure types observed in past TREC campaigns is

summarized in the RIA workshop report (Buckley, 2004). Other relevant work in this

area includes an analysis of problems that lead to query failure in TREC corpora by Shah

and Croft (2004), and an analysis of the characteristics of difficult queries from TREC

Hard track by Hu et al., (2003). They observe that although some difficult queries

perform better in sub-collections, there exist difficult queries that are difficult across all

sub-collections. Additionally, they observe no difference in the tf-idf characteristics of

easy and difficult queries. Carmel et al., (2006) propose a general model for query

difficulty. Through experimental evaluation, they show that topic difficulty is strongly

dependent on the distances between each of the components of the proposed model.

Although several features have been identified and proposed to predict query failure,

previous research is lacking in a framework that can help identify and classify the

features and enable further developments in this area. A major limitation with past

approaches is the use of a limited set of features for prediction, thereby not leveraging the

predictive power of multiple features. Although multiple features have been leveraged in

some classification approaches, (Grivolla et al., 2005; Kwok, 2005), they classify queries

into two or three categories, thus limiting their utility. In addition, previously proposed

predictors have been evaluated predominantly in large generic corpora and lack

validation in domain-specific corpora, thus affecting their generalization to enterprise

content and environments.
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3 EVALUATING A CONCEPT SPACE APPROACH TO

KNOWLEDGE DISTRIBUTION

3.1 Introduction

Knowledge distribution mechanisms in organizations aim to distribute relevant

knowledge to the appropriate users in a timely manner. The most commonly used

mechanism to distribute relevant information to users is through mailing lists (Zhao,

Kumar and Stohr, 2001). However, by following a plain mailing list approach,

organizations risk either flooding the mailboxes of its members with irrelevant

information or not delivering relevant information to members who are not subscribed to

the list.

This chapter describes the design, development and validation of a knowledge

distribution system designed to facilitate efficient distribution of relevant knowledge to

interested users in an organization. Specifically, we extend the dynamic grouping

mechanism (Zhao, Kumar and Stohr, 2001) to enable organizational knowledge

distribution. Dynamic grouping is based on an organizational concept space consisting

of user profiles to capture user interests, and a network of terms that captures the

relationships between the concepts in a domain. Our preliminary result indicates that

organizational concept space can improve the precision and recall significantly under

certain conditions. We begin with an overview of relevant work in this area.
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3.2 Overview of Relevant Work

While the literature relevant to this study is reviewed extensively in Section 2.1, we

present a brief overview in this section to identify the research gaps that motivate this

study. The most commonly used mechanisms used to match users and information are

information retrieval techniques and information filtering techniques. Information

retrieval techniques proposed in the literature focus primarily on modeling the content,

either as indexes, graphs, or document clusters (Kulfik and Shoval, 2000). As a result, the

matches are not personalized to the user. Information filtering techniques, on the other

hand, focus primarily on modeling users either in terms of weighted interests, rules and

profiles (Kulfik and Shoval, 2000) and usually ignore modeling the content to be filtered.

Zhao et al. (2001) propose a solution to this problem by proposing the organizational

concept space approach for knowledge distribution. The organizational concept space is a

new paradigm for matching users with information by integrating content modeling

techniques from information retrieval literature and user modeling techniques from

information filtering literature, into a combined mechanism for distributing relevant

information to users. However, the efficiency of this approach in improving precision and

recall in the distribution of relevant documents to users has not been evaluated, and is the

focus of this study.

3.3 Research Objectives

In this study, our research objectives are as follows. (1) Implement the organizational

concept space (OCS) based knowledge distribution mechanism and develop the
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corresponding algorithms. (2) Analyze the efficiency of the OCS mechanism in the

context of distributing call for papers to interested users and present an analysis of the

experimental results. We begin by presenting an overview of organizational concept

space.

3.4 Organizational Concept Space

Organizational concept space extends conceptual clustering techniques by integrating

user interest information with concept hierarchies. Specifically, an organizational concept

space consists of an interest matrix and a similarity network (Zhao, Kumar, and Stohr,

2001). The interest matrix is a two dimensional matrix with users along one dimension

and topics along another dimension. The entries in the matrix specify the interest of each

user in a particular topic.

A similarity network consists of a hierarchical network of concepts. The similarity

network is generated by first clustering together similar concepts and synonyms into a

similarity set. Parent-child relationships are then defined between different similarity sets

resulting in a network of related sets, which we call the similarity network. The degree of

membership of a particular topic to a similarity set is defined using a membership value,

and the strength of association between related similarity sets is defined using an

association value. In this study, a simplified version of the similarity network model was

used, where association and membership values were assumed to be uniform.
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message

Organizational concept space

Interest matrix

Similarity network
A list of

interested users

Figure 3.1. Overview of the OCS approach (Zhao et al., 2000)

Given a message and an organizational concept space, it is possible to identify the

users who would be interested in that message. An overview of the filtering process is

given in Figure 3.1. The process involves identifying the set of concepts representative of

the message and extending this set with related concepts that are determined with the help

of a similarity network. The extent to which the set is expanded can be controlled by

selecting a matching level. A low matching level selects concepts closest to the original

concepts, while a higher matching level selects concepts that are further away from the

original concept in the similarity network. The expanded set of concepts can then be

super imposed on the interest matrix to identify interested users.

A diagrammatic representation of the matching process is shown in Figure 3.2. The X

marks represent non zero interest values in the interest matrix. The concepts Ti extracted

from message M are extended using the similarity sets Si and the similarity network. A

projection of extended concepts from the similarity network over the interest matrix

reveals the set of users interested in the message.
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Figure 3.2. The extended matching process in OCS (Zhao et al., 2000)

3.5 Data Collection Method

3.5.1 User Profiles

The profiles of the users were obtained from faculty and university websites.

Specifically, ten faculty members from the MIS departments of six different universities

were selected for the experiment. The users were selected based on the availability of

their research interests on their websites, and such that the research profiles collected

represented a wide range of specialties. The length of the profiles ranged from 15 to 60

words and varied in format from list of topics to a short paragraph describing research

interests. Individual topics of interest were identified from the user profiles. In the case
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where the research profile was a short paragraph, a list of topics mentioned in it was

extracted.

A sample user profile is given in Figure 3.3. The list of topics thus defined for each

user ranged from 5 topics to 20 topics. Based on these topics a table of topics was created.

Additional topics closely related to the list of topics were added to the topics table. The

list of topics was analyzed and groups of similar topics were clubbed together into

similarity sets, and parent, child relationships among them were defined, resulting in a

similarity network.

A User Profile from the Source Topics Extracted

Software evaluation and characterization,
software development processes,
software engineering education and
practice, application of information
technology to education

software evaluation
software characterization,
software development processes
software engineering + education +
practice
information technology + education

Figure 3.3. Sample user profile

3.5.2 Call for Papers

The input for the system was 58 call for papers (CFP) from American and

International journals and conferences, and call for book chapters. A typical call for paper

includes the description of objectives of the conference, journal or a journal special issue,

and a list of suggested topics. The topics for CFP’s were from a wide variety of

disciplines related to information technology. The CFP were collected from the

ISWORLD website. The calls for papers were sequentially chosen from the list. Dead

and outdated URLs were ignored. The portion of the CFP describing topics of interest
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was selected as the message. Contact and other information not related to the research

topics were ignored. The call for papers were exhaustively studied and matched with user

profiles to determine the relevance of each message to a user. A sample call for paper is

shown in Figure 3.4.

A Sample Call for Papers

• URL: http://www2.cs.fau.de/GTVMT02/SoSyM-cfp.html
• Call for Papers:
• Software and System Modeling (SoSyM) Journal
• Special Section on Graph Transformations and Visual Modeling Techniques
• Guest Editors: Paolo Bottoni and Mark Minas

As diagrammatic notations become widespread in software engineering and visual
end user environments, there is an increasing need of formal methods to precisely
define the syntax and semantics of such diagrams. In particular, when visual
models of systems or processes constitute executable specifications of systems,
not only is a non-ambiguous specifications of their static syntax and semantics
needed, but also an adequate notion of diagram dynamics. Such a notion must
establish links (e.g., morphisms) which relate diagram transformations and
transformations of the objects of the underlying domain. The field of Graph
Grammars and Graph Transformation Systems has contributed much insight into
the solution of these problems, but also other approaches (e.g., meta modeling,
constraint-based and other rule-based systems), have been developed to tackle
specific issues.

Following the successful workshop on Graph Transformations and Visual
Modeling Techniques (http://www2.cs.fau.de/GTVMT02/) held in conjunction
with the First International Conference on Graph Transformations, held in
Barcelona in October 2002, a special section of the Software and System
Modeling (SoSyM) journal (http://www.sosym.org) has been scheduled.

High quality papers are sought on different methodologies and approaches to
problems such as diagram parsing, diagram transformation, integrated
management of syntactic and semantic aspects, tool support for working with
visual models.

Authors of papers presented at the workshop are solicited to submit revised and
extended versions of their papers. Submissions related to visual modeling are
welcome also from authors not previously attending the workshop. Each paper
will be revised by 4 reviewers.

Figure 3.4. A Sample call for papers
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3.5.3 Similarity Network

A basic similarity network was developed from topics in the subject areas of database

systems, software engineering, E-commerce, computer networks, artificial intelligence,

human computer interaction and information systems. Additionally more topics were

added when creating user profiles. Each topic of interest listed by a user was entered into

the similarity network at an appropriate level and a relationship to other topics was

defined. The resulting similarity network had four levels in its hierarchy with about 130

topics. Figure 3.5 shows a subset of the similarity network under the topic of “database”.

{Databases}

{Data management} {Data modeling,
Semantic modeling}

{Heterogeneous
databases}

{Intelligent agents
+ data management} {Tools+ database design}

Schema integration,
view integration

{Database
Interoperability}

Figure 3.5. A sample similarity network

3.5.4 Interest Matrix

An interest matrix of size 130 x 10 was created to represent the interests of the users

in each of the topics. The research interests of the faculty users included areas like

databases, software engineering, AI, computer networks, IT policy etc. Topics that were

mentioned in the research profiles of the users were given a value of 1. Related topics

were given a value of 0 to 0.9 based on the closeness of the topic to a mentioned topic of
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interest. The interest values were assigned depending on the generality of the topic. A

sample interest matrix is shown in Figure 3.6.

User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 7
Software Development 1
Data Management 0.7
Distributed Computing 0.4
E-Commerce 1
E-Government 0.6
Information Policy 1 0.5

Figure 3.6. Sample Interest Matrix

A detailed topic describing a narrow area was assigned a high value of interest and

more general topics were assigned a lower interest value. For example, “intelligent agents

for data management” would have a high interest value while “information systems”,

which is a more general topic, would have a lower interest value.

3.6 System Architecture and Algorithms

A system was implemented using Java and Oracle database on a Windows 2000

platform to test the organizational concept space. The algorithms were implemented

using Java programming language and SQL statements. Since this is a proof-of-concept

implementation, we do not consider computational efficiency in this particular study. In

a full-scale implementation, the SQL statements will be replaced with more efficient

algorithms. The similarity network, similarity sets and the user interest matrix were

implemented as relational tables.
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Figure 3.7 System Architecture

The major functions of the system includes the extraction of keywords from a

message, identification of similar concepts and the generation of a list of users interested

in the selected concepts. The architecture of the system is shown in Figure 3.7. The major

components of the system include a message parser and an OCS module. The message

parser extracted topics from the message that were also contained in a topics table. The

topics table consisted of all the topics contained in the user interest matrix and the

similarity network.

Two different word matching algorithms, strict matching and relaxed matching were

used to identify topics contained in the messages. Strict matching involved searching for

whole words in the document, while relaxed matching searched for words embedded

anywhere in the document. After known topics were extracted from the message, they

were passed on to the OCS module, which is a software implementation of the

organizational concept space. The OCS module expanded the extracted topics by
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including all concepts related to the extracted set of topics. The related concepts were

identified by traversing the concept hierarchy up to three nodes away from the initial

concept found in the message.

The core algorithm for the knowledge distribution system, simply the KDS Algorithm,

is given in Figure 3.8. The KDS algorithm takes as input a message and generates a list of

interested users based on the match level selected. Four different match levels are

possible. In match-level zero or direct matching, only those users are selected who have

mentioned specific interest in the exact topics mentioned in the message. In match-level

one or similarity sets matching, users interested in topics that are similar to those

extracted from the message, thus contained in the same similarity set as the topics in the

message, are also selected.

Users selected via match-level two or similarity network matching, are those who are

interested in topics that are closely related to the original topics found in the message. In

match-level three, users interested in topics that were two and three nodes away from the

original concepts found in the message were also selected. The above procedure was

repeated for different threshold values, to study its effect on system performance.

Notation
T = All Topics, i.e., all topics contained in similarity network.

T* = Selected Topics, i.e., a list of topics selected for matching

Ti = Individual Topic, i.e., a single selected topic

Nij = Interest in topic i for user j.

Ui = User i

Hi= Threshold value for User i

Tm = Message Topics, i.e., topics extracted from the message.

TS = Similar Topics, i.e., topics selected from similarity sets where Message Topic in
similarity set.
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TP = Parent Topics, i.e., topics selected from similarity network where Message Topic is
child concept.

Tc = Child Topics, i.e., topics selected from similarity network where Message Topic is
parent concept.

Tb = Sibling Topics, i.e., topics selected from similarity network where Tp is parent
concept and topic is not Message Topic.

Tgp = GrandParentTopics, i.e., topics selected from similarity network where Tp is child
concept.

Tgc = GrandChildTopics, i.e., topics selected from similarity network where Tc is parent
concept.

KDS Algorithm:
INPUT Message m;

SET matchlevel = x; where x ∈ {0,1,2,3}

PARSE(Message) {

for each Ti ∈ T { /* for each topic in topic table */

if (Ti ∈Message) {Tm += Ti; } /* if topic belongs to message, add to message topics

}

}

SELECTUSERS(matchlevel) {

if (matchlevel == 0) { /* Direct Matching */

T* = Tm; findUser(T*);}

if (matchlevel == 1) { /* Sets Matching */

T* = Tm + Ts; findUser(T*);}

if (matchlevel == 2) { /* Network Matching 2 levels*/

T* = Tm + Ts + Tp + Tc + Tb; findUser(T*);}

if (matchlevel == 3) { /* Network Matching 3 levels*/

T* = Tm+Ts+Tp+Tc+Tb+Tgp+Tgc; findUser(T*);}

findUser(T*) {

for each Ti ∈T* {

if(Nij > Hi) { select Ui; }}

}

}

Figure 3.8. The Core algorithm of the knowledge distribution system

The threshold value for each user was varied from 0 to 0.9. After the first run,

improvements were made to the organizational concept space to determine the effect of
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its quality on system performance. The changes incorporated into the system were,

removal of an incorrect association in the similarity network, addition of five new topics

and two synonyms and modifications to the interest values in three cells of the interest

matrix. The same procedure was repeated with the improved organizational concept

space.

In total, four repetitions of the above procedure, with two varieties of organizational

concept space and two different word matching techniques were conducted. The users

selected by the system for each matching level (direct, similarity sets, similarity network

level two and similarity network level three) and threshold level were recorded. From this

information, the total number of users selected, the number of users correctly selected,

the number users incorrectly missed and the number of users incorrectly selected were

calculated. This information was then summarized for each of the threshold and matching

levels.

A summary of the results obtained using similarity sets for matching is presented in

Table 3.1. The precision and recall for various threshold levels when using the enhanced

organizational concept space is given in Table 3.2. The precision was calculated as the

percentage of correctly selected users out of the total number of users selected. The recall

was calculated as the percentage of correctly selected users among the actual number of

users interested in a message summed over all the messages. Specifically, the precision is

defined as ∑
=

=
58

1i Ti

Ci
P , and recall is defined as ∑

=

=
58

1i Ai

Ci
R , where Ci is the number of users

correctly selected by the system for message i, Ti is the total number of users selected by
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the system for message number i and Ai is the actual number of users interested in the

message.

Table 3.1. System performance using similarity sets

Strict Matching Relaxed Matching
Best Precision P = 0.96 R = 0.4 P = 0.87 R = 0.71
Improvements -0.04 0.24 0 0.4
Best Recall P = 0.79 R = 0.74 P = 0.67 R = 0.90

Enhanced
Network

Improvements 0.04 0.2 0.06 0.3
Best Precision P = 0.92 R = 0.19 P = 0.75 R = 0.38
Improvements -0.08 0.05 0.06 0.13
Best Recall P = 0.70 R = 0.46 P = 0.54 R = 0.54

Simple
Network

Improvements 0 0.05 0.03 0.08
Strict Matching Relaxed Matching

1. P = Precision, R = Recall

2. Best precision/recall is the best of different precision/recall levels achieved by
the system at different threshold values under a particular network and
matching algorithm.

3. Improvements are the absolute difference in precision and recall levels
achieved by the system with and without using the similarity sets.

Note that the baseline values, Ci and Ai are computed after carefully analyzing the

user interests against each CFP. Since we are dealing with relatively small data sets, we

were able to derive the perfect matching results. That said, in the future, when we deal

with large data sets, we will conduct user studies to derive the baseline values.

Table 3.2. Precision and recall for enhanced network and relaxed matching

Level 0(Direct) Level 1(Sets) Level 2(Network)
Threshold Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall

0 0.612903 0.603175 0.678571 0.904762 0.504132 0.968254
0.1 0.612903 0.603175 0.678571 0.904762 0.504132 0.968254
0.2 0.612903 0.603175 0.678571 0.904762 0.504132 0.968254
0.3 0.612903 0.603175 0.678571 0.904762 0.504132 0.968254
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Level 0(Direct) Level 1(Sets) Level 2(Network)
Threshold Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall

0.4 0.666667 0.507937 0.736111 0.84127 0.504132 0.968254
0.5 0.78125 0.396825 0.833333 0.793651 0.504132 0.968254
0.6 0.869565 0.31746 0.865385 0.714286 0.504132 0.968254
0.7 0.866667 0.206349 0.868421 0.52381 0.495726 0.920635
0.8 0.866667 0.206349 0.868421 0.52381 0.495726 0.920635
0.9 0.866667 0.206349 0.868421 0.52381 0.495726 0.920635

The effect of threshold on precision and recall was as expected. As shown in Figure

3.9 and Figure 3.10, the recall of the system decreases with an increase in the threshold

value, and the precision of the system increased with an increase in threshold value. An

increase in recall was also noticed as the level of the similarity network used increased

from direct concept matching to matching parent and grandparent concepts. The change

in recall was in the same direction for each of the users as depicted in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.9. Impact of matching methods on recall
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The precision and recall for individual users was calculated as
Tj

Cj
P = and

Aj

Cj
R = ,

where Cj is the number of messages correctly selected by the system as relevant to user j,

Tj is the total number of messages selected by the system as relevant to user j and Aj is the

actual number of messages relevant to the user. We have omitted the recall graph for user

4 and 5 as no relevant documents were found for those users. However, the data for both

the users is reflected in the overall precision and recall for the system. The threshold

value signifies the minimum interest level of a user in a topic to be used in the relevance

score for identifying interested users.

The precision recall graph for direct matching and similarity set matching is shown in

Figure 3.12. Analysis of the results shows that the use of similarity sets resulted in a

higher precision and recall than direct matching. A precision-recall curve for similarity

network matching could not be generated as no significant variation was noticed in recall
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or precision by varying the threshold when using similarity network matching. Also, no

difference in precision and recall was noticed for two-level similarity network matching

and three-level similarity network matching. Our investigation of the data indicates that

the small size of the similarity network and the insufficient modeling of the interest

function due to non availability of set association values have resulted in the negligible

impact of the similarity network on system performance.

3.7 Probabilistic Analysis of Practical Recall

The high level of precision obtained in this experiment is due to the nature of the

messages and queries and the ability of the OCS model to efficiently represent them.

Both the research topics mentioned in the research profiles and the messages themselves

are highly specific. However, because the messages are relatively short, the vocabulary

problem is especially aggravated in such cases. As evidenced by the results, the use of

similarity sets can provide a solution to this problem.

In addition to precision and recall, we have employed probabilistic analysis to

evaluate the utility of such a system to the user. Given a large set of documents, the

probability that a user will correctly identify the most relevant documents depends on

various factors including the user’s cognitive ability to process a large number of

messages, user availability, time constraints, stress and user fatigue. In other words, the

information processing capacity of the user is dependent on the above mentioned factors,

which in turn affects the utility of the system to the user. By information processing

capacity, we mean the average number of results a user is able to process under a given

set of conditions.
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User expertise and cognitive ability vary from user to user and is also affected by

other conditions such as time constrains of the user, user motivation, etc. However, given

a context, the average user expertise and cognitive ability can be estimated. Also such

estimates can be obtained from previous literature. For example, a study of Alta Vista

search engine logs revealed that 86% of users did not browse beyond one screen of

results (Silverstein et. al., 1998). We have identified the following factors, variation

among which affects the information processing capacity of users.

• Domain Familiarity: The level of familiarity the user has with the content that is

being processed also impacts the number of records the user can process. If the user is

familiar with the records being processed, the user can process a larger number of records

than if the content were unfamiliar.

• Document size: Document size can vary widely from a few sentences to lengthy

articles, depending on the context of the problem domain. For example, emails and short

abstracts are usually few sentences in size while project reports and white papers can run

in to hundreds of pages. The size of a document has an effect on the information

processing capacity of a user. A user can quickly sift through a large number of short

messages, while large documents take more time to process.

• User time constraints: The time constraint of a user has a direct impact on the

information processing capability of the user. For example, users such as customer

service representatives who have to work in real time are likely to process fewer

documents returned by a system than a user with more available time.
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In order to understand the effect of variations in the user’s information processing

capacity on the utility of the system to the user, we present a probabilistic analysis of a

general usage scenario. Consider a set of n messages containing r messages relevant to a

user, the probability that the user with an information processing capability k (k > r),

identifies all the relevant messages is given by the ratio of number of scenarios where all

the relevant messages are contained in the messages processed by the user, to the number

of all possible scenarios.

Mathematically, the probability of 100% recall is given

by
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RP . For example, in the current

experiment, the given set of documents had on an average six relevant documents per

user. Assuming a user was emailed all 58 messages, and the user is able to processes 20

messages before fatigue and disinterest sets in, the probability that the user will correctly

identify all 6 relevant messages (100% recall) is 0.0009. For a 83% recall, the probability

is 0.012.

Of course, when the number of messages is small, the practical recall should be high

since most users will be able to go over all messages. However, when the number of

messages becomes much larger than what the user can afford to read, the practical recall

will decrease. In this case, automatic knowledge distribution will become very effective

even if the recall is significantly less than 100% because it can increase the practical

recall for the user by reducing the number of irrelevant messages.
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Figure 3.13. Impact of information process capability on practical recall

Figure 3.13 plots the probabilities of practical recall for three different scenarios. The

probability distribution shifts drastically towards lower recall rates in response to either

an increase in the number of documents or a decrease in the information processing

capability. This indicates that probability of zero recall increases with an increase in

number of documents or decrease in information processing capability. The probability of

zero recall for n = 58, k = 20 and r = 6 is 0.06. However when the number of documents

is increased to 100, there is a 25% chance that the user will not encounter any relevant

message.

The expected practical recall for n=58, r=6, k = 20 is 34% and for k=10, the expected

recall is 17%. Given that all the users in this experiment are MIS researchers and all 58

messages used in this experiment are from an MIS announcement board, the recall can be

associated with a mailing list system without filter. Compared to the practical recall the

proposed information distribution system delivers a 200%-400% increase in utility.
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3.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented an experiment to evaluate the impact of organizational

concept space (OCS) on the precision and recall of a knowledge distribution mechanism

in the context of distributing call-for-papers to a set of interested users. We analyzed the

specific impact of various ways of using the OCS. We observed that extended concept

matching using similarity sets resulted in both higher precision and recall values as

compared to direct concept matching. An increase in recall was observed as the level of

similarity network used increased from direct matching to two and three level extended

concept matching.

However, we observed no variation in the precision and recall in response to variation

in threshold when using two level and three level similarity network matching. In

addition to the analysis of the experimental results, we have presented the key algorithms

used in implementing the organizational concept space, and a theoretical framework to

help evaluate the utility of the system. The experiment detailed in this section validates

the organizational concept space in the specific context of distributing call-for-papers to a

small set of users.
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4 ENABLING TASK CENTRIC DOCUMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we advocate an emerging paradigm that supports enterprise

knowledge flow referred to as “task-centric document recommendation.” The notion of

task-centricity emphasizes that the delivery of documents to workers is based on the tasks

assigned to them. We also compare task-centric document recommendation with two

existing knowledge flow techniques, that is, model-based document search and user

initiated document retrieval.

Furthermore, we propose a system architecture that supports “automated knowledge

flow” via task-centric document recommendation. The task-centric document

recommendation technique we propose is unique because it can create document queries

on behalf of users according to the given tasks at the runtime. As such, task-centric

document recommendation can be used to support dynamic knowledge flow within and

across enterprises.

4.2 Problem Overview

We illustrate task-centric document recommendation problem with a business

example. Consider a proposal generation process in Figure 4.1, which consists of a

sequence of tasks needed to generate a sales proposal and a sample list of documents

across different organizational repositories. Each task within the process has certain

knowledge requirement that is needed to generate a proposal. The knowledge available to
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support the proposal generation tasks is typically distributed across various document

repositories.

Evaluate
RFP

Formulate
Solution

Generate
TCM

Identify
Costs

Formulate
Pricing

Submit
Proposal

Proposal Generation Process

Architecture Repository
BI Analytics Packages

Identity & Access Management
E-Commerce Architectures

Distributed Systems

Pricing Template Repository
Variable Pricing Models

Fixed Pricing Models
Academic Licensing Forms

Government Licensing Forms

Documents
relevant to
each task

Document repositories

Figure 4.1. Task-centric document recommendation

As shown in Figure 4.1, the proposal generation process contains fix tasks, where

RFP is “Request for Proposal” and TCM is “Technical Compliance Matrix”. Two

examples of document repository are illustrated in Figure 4.1 as well, namely,

architecture repository and pricing template repository. Task-centric document

recommendation refers to the procedure that retrieves documents relevant to each task

from the document repositories. For instance, shown below are two task descriptions

describing the technical and pricing requirements and corresponding to the “Formulate

Solution” and “Formulate Pricing” tasks in the proposal generation process:
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• Formulate Solution Task. The primary function of the system is to provide a complete

BI solution that will allow the organization to produce an enterprise reporting system

with data mining research tools and better business strategic data analysis tools. The

system should especially include OLAP and Dashboards tools related to Academic

Analytics and user interfaces that provide the highest levels of satisfaction for

colleges and universities. This system should assist management in making better

data-based decisions using internal and external data sources.

• Formulate Pricing Task. Please provide a pricing model and cost for a statewide

licensing and implementation of the products and services included in this proposal.

Show details and total for all statewide licensing costs using the following pricing

parameters; 1) 389 schools; 316,757 full time equivalent (FTE) students; and, and

650,000 tests.

Task-centric document recommendation means delivering documents relevant to each

task to the workers from the document repositories. For example, the documents

“Academic Analytics and BI Solutions Package” and “Pricing Template for Government

and Academic Statewide Licensing” can be identified as relevant to the tasks Formulate

Solution and Formulate Pricing, respectively. Thus, task-centric document

recommendation involves matching the task descriptions with documents with regard to

the key terms in a task description and in the documents. Such a mechanism can also be

of benefit in situations involving inter-organizational processes such as in the medical

domain (Kalyanpur et al., 2006). In the following section, we present a brief overview of
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relevant work in this area and identify deficiencies in current technologies that motivate

this study.

4.3 Relevant Work

Relevant work in this area can be categorized into three categories of techniques for

enterprise knowledge flow, that is, user-initiated document retrieval, model-based

document search, and task-centric document recommendation. While a detailed review of

literature in this area is given in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, we present a brief overview in

this section and identify the research gaps that motivate this study.

4.3.1 User Initiated Document Retrieval

In user-initiated document retrieval, the query for relevant documents is initiated by

the user and is dependent on the supply of relevant keywords by the user. Examples of

such systems include context-specific retrieval systems proposed by Burton-Jones et al.,

(2002) and Finkelstein et al., (2002). In addition to the keywords supplied by the user,

user-activated systems extract contextual information from the applications and other

sources to expand and enhance the user-initiated queries. For example, in the case of the

proposal generation process, the task-centric recommender would be initiated when the

user selects keywords from the task description for retrieval. If the user initiates a search

on academic analytics, the context aware retrieval system extracts additional keywords

from the surrounding text to expand the user query and retrieve relevant documents. A

sample user query and its enhanced query are shown next.

• Key Terms in the User Initiated Query. “Academic Analytics”
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• Key Terms in the Enhanced Query. “Academic Analytics, OLAP, Dashboards,

enterprise reporting system, colleges, university, BI solution.”

4.3.2 Model-Based Document Search

While user-initiated document retrieval requires users to supply the keywords to find

documents, model-based document search are designed to proactively search relevant

documents on behalf of the user. Model-based document search requires modeling the

information needs of each task (Abecker et al., 2000; Kwan and Subramanian, 2003). For

instance, the KnowMore system extends the workflow model with document queries that

are specified at design time to retrieve relevant documents from a knowledge-base.

KIT:

(name: Generate-pricing-model

relevant-input: {list-of-items, rfp}

expected-output: {pricing-sheet}

information needs: {

(name: get-pricing-templates,

description: “pricing templates to develop a pricing form for a given

task instance”

preconditions: {}

agent-spec: {retrieval-agent select $p}

parameters: {list-of-items, rfp}

from: {pricing-templates-db}

contributes-to: {pricing-sheet}

)

})

Figure 4.2. Specification for the "Formulate Pricing Task"
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For example, in the case of the proposal generation process, a KnowMore-like

implementation of model-based document search would require the identification of

knowledge intensive tasks (KIT) at design time and extensions to the task models by

specifying the preconditions, information sources, task goals, and post-processing

instructions. The system also requires enterprise, domain and information ontology for

specifying the knowledge requirements of tasks. A sample specification for the

Formulate Pricing task of the proposal generation process is given in Figure 4.2.

4.3.3 Task-Centric Document Recommendation

Task-centric document recommendation involves neither user initiation nor design

time specifications for relevant document retrieval. Instead, queries are automatically

generated based on task descriptions and input data. Task centric document

recommendation is the foundation of the next generation of knowledge systems that build

upon user-initiated document retrieval and model-based document search to support

enterprise knowledge flow. In the following sections, we describe the system architecture,

for task-centric document recommendation and present a query generation technique for

generating queries from task descriptions.

4.4 Enabling Task-Centric Document Recommendation

We propose a new architecture for task-centric document recommendation that is

illustrated in Figure 4.3. The proposed system integrates a document recommender with a

workflow management system (WFMS) and has the following unique features that

differentiate it from existing knowledge management systems. First, it does not require
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the design time specification of knowledge requirements, or the extension of process

models with new notation to support knowledge flow, and second, it automates query

generation and the identification of requirements, thus enabling proactive delivery.

4.4.1 System Architecture

The key components of the architecture for task-centric document recommendation

consist of a document recommender that is tightly integrated with a workflow

management system. The document recommender relies on the workflow management

system for task information such as task descriptions, and in turn provides the workflow

management system with a list of documents relevant to the task. The documents are then

recommended to the users across organizational units via web-based user interfaces.

The document recommender system identifies task relevant documents by

aggregating recommendations from a process-based retrieval algorithm and a keyword-

based retrieval algorithm. While the process-based algorithm is similar to existing

memory-based collaborative recommendation algorithms and the keyword-based

algorithm is similar to vector-space retrieval algorithms, they involve significant

extensions to adapt to the key elements of an enterprise environment that drive the

enterprise knowledge flow; namely, the business processes and the document corpora. In

the task-centric document recommendation technique, both business process models and

documents corpora are leveraged to deliver task-centric documents to the workers. We

further describe these components and the document recommendation processes below.
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Figure 4.3. System architecture for task-centric document recommendation

• Business Processes. A business process consists of many tasks that are repetitive in

many process instances. The business processes are modeled and automated using

workflow systems. As business processes are increasingly being automated, the task

information is often captured digitally in the workflow systems. For purposes of task-

centric document recommendation, business processes can be leveraged by

identifying process instances from a process log that are similar to the current

instance and by analyzing task data and descriptions to automatically generate queries

that can be used to retrieve documents from a document repository.

• Document Corpora. A document corpus is typically structured by domains and is

stored in multiple collections across the organization such as marketing documents,

problem reports, sales contracts, and project proposals. The document formats include
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annotated spreadsheets, summary reports with associated data, short textual

descriptions, and scanned documents with text annotations. For example, in the

proposal generation process detailed above, the pricing templates repository consists

mainly of spreadsheets with annotations and short textual descriptions. Additional

information about documents such as document authors and related project or process

information can also be captured by associating the documents with user- and

process-logs.

A related problem in enabling accurate task-centric document recommendations is the

maintenance and update of text repositories. While we do not address this issue in this

dissertation, advancements in this area, such as the automatic update of text repositories

in the medical domain (Sharma, 2005), can be viewed as complementing the task-centric

approach.

4.4.2 Identifying Task Relevant Documents

Given the unique characteristics of the enterprise document corpora, traditional

retrieval mechanisms need to be adapted to retrieve relevant documents in the enterprise

context. The most widely used mechanism to model document collections is the vector-

space model. Due to the domain-specificity and variations in document and corpus size,

the distribution of terms in enterprise document corpora is significantly different from a

large generic corpus on the web.

In Section 4.5, we present a mechanism to utilize external sources of information

such as the WordNet and document frequency information from large generic corpora for
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generating queries that are more efficient at retrieving documents from domain-specific

corpora. The process of matching the user tasks with available documents in the

enterprise document corpora is implemented in the keyword-based retrieval and process-

based retrieval algorithms that are part of the document recommender system.

1) Keyword-based Retrieval. The key extension to the keyword-based retrieval process

involves the automatic generation of queries. It includes algorithms for extracting

keywords from the task descriptions and generating queries that are better adapted for

retrieval of documents from enterprise document corpora. The query generation process

uses information from enterprise document corpora, a large generic web corpus, and the

WordNet lexicon to differentiate between generic terms and domain-specific terms in a

task description and develop a query for keyword-based document retrieval.

For example, an automatically generated query for the task instance illustrated in the

above example would include the terms {BI solution, enterprise reporting system, data

mining, OLAP, Dashboards, Academic Analytics, colleges, universities}. Such an

automatically generated query would then be used in the keyword-based retrieval

mechanisms.

2) Process-based Retrieval. Apart from the keyword-based mechanism, similarity of

the current task with past instances can be used to identify documents relevant to the

current task. The process-based retrieval algorithm uses similarities in input data between

the current process instance and past process instances to identify and recommend

relevant documents. For example, for the tasks illustrated in the above example, a past

instance of the proposal generation process with input data element for client
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organization of the type “academic institutions” can be considered as similar to the

current instance. Hence, pricing and solution templates associated with the past instance

can be recommended for the current instance.

4.4.3 Recommendation Processes

The above components are used to execute the four major steps involved in the task-

centric document recommendation process, each of which is described below.

1) Query Generation. Current mechanisms in existing knowledge systems rely on the

user to provide the keywords necessary to define the knowledge requirement. However,

proactive document recommendation requires the automatic generation of queries based

on contextual information. A key source of contextual information is task descriptions

and input documents for the task. A query can be generated by identifying keywords

from the contextual information. Keywords can be extracted by identifying terms from

the description that have low document frequencies in a generic corpus and have low

polysemy counts as estimated from the WordNet (Miller, 1990) lexicon.

2) Identifying Similar Process. The identification of similar tasks involves the

comparison of input data or documents across processes to identify similar and dissimilar

process instances. The documents relevant to the current task can be identified using a

set-theoretic model building algorithm implemented in the process-based retrieval

algorithm (Sarnikar and Zhao, 2005). The main intuition behind the model generation

algorithm is to select past process instances that are most similar to the current process

instance, and to further refine the model by identifying and subtracting those process

instances that are dissimilar to the current process but are similar to the selected past
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process instances. The resulting model is a linear combination of process instances

similar and dissimilar to the new project that converges to a set of documents that most

likely to be relevant to the new project.

3) Document Retrieval. The document retrieval process involves the retrieval of

documents using keyword-based and process-based approaches. The keyword-based

retrieval process involves the retrieval of documents using the keywords and weighted

queries generated using the keyword generation algorithm. Typical vector space based

retrieval engines can be used for this purpose. The process-based retrieval involves

retrieving the documents associated with the models generated based on past process

instances. In this case the documents retrieved are the ones that are associated with the

corresponding tasks of a similar process.

4) Document Delivery. Delivering relevant documents to the user within the context of

the application used for accomplishing the task is essential for facilitating task-centric

document delivery and preventing information overload. In the proposed system

architecture, the integration of the document recommender with the workflow

management system enables the delivery of the relevant documents along with the

worklist, thereby ensuring the delivery of documents relevant to the task at hand.

4.5 Automatic Query Generation

In this section, we present a query generation technique for automatically deriving

queries from task descriptions. An empirical evaluation of the proposed technique

indicates that it retrieves a higher number of relevant documents (as high as 90%) than a
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baseline tf-idf approach that is typical in information retrieval (IR) systems. We begin

with a review of the baseline tf-idf approach.

4.5.1 Effectiveness of Inverse Document Frequency

In information retrieval, the key metric used to differentiate between key terms and

the generic terms is the inverse document frequency (idf) of the term (Sparck-Jones,

1972; Salton and Buckley, 1988). The inverse document frequency measure forms the

foundation of most major retrieval systems and is defined as
1

log)( 2 +
=

tdf

N
tidf , where

N is the size of the corpus, and dft is the document frequency of the term t.

While the idf metric is effective in differentiating between key terms and generic

terms in large generic corpora, it effectiveness is reduced in short collections of domain-

specific documents. As a result of the reduced efficiency of the idf measure, retrieval

systems retrieve fewer relevant documents when matching task-descriptions with short

and domain-specific corpora. We call this problem the precision deficiency problem. In

the following section, we investigate the cause of this problem and present mechanisms

to generate effective queries by differentiating between key terms and generic terms.

4.5.2 Key terms versus generic terms

In order to automatically generate effective queries from a task description, it is

important to differentiate between the key terms and the generic terms in the task

description. Key terms are typically domain-specific terms that are indicative of the
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knowledge requirements of a task and are most useful in identifying relevant documents

when using best-match retrieval systems.

While generic terms are common words that do not have a special meaning in

domains and convey little or no information about the knowledge requirements of a task

when considered in isolation. The contribution of the generic terms to the query precision

is minimal or negative. For example, the terms such as BI, Data Mining, OLAP,

Dashboards, Academic Analytics are domain-specific terms that are indicative of the

knowledge requirement of the “Formulate Solution” task, while the terms such as

primary, function, system, business, especially, satisfaction etc. are generic terms that

when considered in isolation convey little or no information about the knowledge

requirement of the task. In order to be effective, the generated query should minimize the

number of generic terms and contain the maximum number of key terms.

In addition to task descriptions, the nature of an effective query is also dependent on

the characteristics of the corpus. For example, consider a task that requires information

on privacy laws related to handling student grades. While a query “privacy lay + grades”

is usually sufficient to obtain relevant information if used on a university document

repository, such a query would result in a larger variety of results when used on the

Findlaw (www.findlaw.com) database.

4.5.3 Enterprise Corpus versus Web Corpus

The characteristics of enterprise document repositories are significantly different

from large generic corpora. A significant portion of enterprise content is organized by

domain and is stored in collections distributed across the organization. Examples of
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typical documents include marketing documents, problem reports, and contracts and sales

proposals. The documents formats include annotated spreadsheets, summary reports with

data and short textual descriptions and scanned documents with text annotations.

As a result, proactive delivery of task-centric documents often involves the retrieval

of documents from enterprise repositories with the following characteristics: (1) Short

corpus size ranging from a few hundred to a few thousands of documents. (2) Varying

document length ranging from a few words such as annotated spreadsheets, to thousands

of words such as contract documents, and (3) Domain-specific nature of repositories such

as collection of contract documents or collection of pricing templates.

Average
Idf

Term Specificity
Generic TermsKey Terms

Enterprise Corpus

Web Corpus

Figure 4.4. Variation in idf in enterprise and web corpora

Given its unique characteristics, the statistical nature of enterprise corpora is

significantly different from large generic corpora. Specifically, the following anomalies

are observed in the distribution of the idf of key terms and generic terms when compared
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with a large web corpus. (1) Due to the domain-specific nature of the corpus, the

document frequency of key terms is much higher than in web corpora resulting in a lower

idf for domain-specific terms. (2) Due to the short length of the documents and the short

size of the document collections and the sparing use of generic terms, the idf of generic

terms is much higher than in a web corpus. A theoretical graph showing the variation in

average idf with changing term specificity in generic and domain-specific corpora is

shown in Figure 4.4 and evidence of the above variation in the CACM corpus is shown in

Figure 4.6.

The effectiveness of the idf metric is dependent of the distribution of the document

frequencies of generic and key terms. The idf metric is most effective when the document

frequency of the key terms is significantly lower than the document frequency of generic

terms. However, due to the lowering of the idf of domain-specific terms and higher idf of

generic terms in enterprise corpora, the capability of the idf metric to differentiate

between generic terms and domain-specific terms is vastly reduced in an enterprise

corpus.

4.5.4 Task-Centric Query Formation Methods

We present two different term-weighting methods designed to compensate for the

reduced efficiency of the idf measure in differentiating between generic terms and key

terms in domain-specific corpora.

• Method 1: Web-Based Query Formation
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In the first method, we assign those query terms that occur more frequently in a enterprise

corpus than a web corpus a weight equivalent to the difference in the idf scores of the

term in web and enterprise corpora.

MS1 = 1 +
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Where idfg represents the idf score of a term in a web corpus and idfc represents the idf

score of a term in the domain-specific corpus.

• Method 2: Web- and WordNet-Based Query Formation

In method 2, we utilize an additional source of information to differentiate between key

terms and generic terms, namely its polysemy count. We combine three different sources

of information to identify terms from task descriptions that have the potential to convey

the most information about the knowledge requirement. The idf of a term in a large web

corpus is most representative of the rarity or specificity of a term. Therefore, the idf of a

term from a large web corpus is used to assign a weight distribution over the query terms.

However, the idf of a term in the domain-specific corpus is most indicative of its

discriminative power. For example, consider a database of computer science abstracts.

Although the term algorithm is a key domain-specific term, it has a negligible capacity to

define an information requirement context since most computer science related abstracts

are likely to contain the term algorithm. Therefore we also use the idf of a term in the

domain-specific corpus in weighing the query terms.

In addition to the idf scores of a term we also use its polysemy count as obtained from

the WordNet lexicon. Generic terms usually tend to be associated with multiple meanings
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and have a high polysemy count. Therefore, in Method 2, a term is weighted the inverse

of its polysemy count. The term weighting process in Method 2 involves assigning each

of the query terms a weigh according to the formula weight(t) =
)(tpolysemy

idfxidf cg , where

polysemy(t) refers to the polysemy count of the term as obtained from the WordNet

lexicon.

4.6 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluated the proposed techniques using the CACM corpus consisting of 3204

computer science abstracts and 64 queries. We chose the CACM corpus, as it is a widely

used standard for evaluating retrieval systems and is representative of the enterprise

environment we intend to replicate such as large verbose queries representative of task

descriptions, domain-specific nature of the corpus, short document lengths and small size

of the document collection. We used a simple best match retrieval system (Apache

Lucene, 2004) to retrieve documents using the given queries. Three different retrieval

runs were conducted. While the baseline run included the complete task description, the

subsequent runs included queries generated using Method 1 and Method 2 described

above.

The precision of the best match retrieval system for the top 100 documents retrieved

using the two weighting measures is shown in Figure 4.5. The baseline run without term

weighting is labeled BL and the two term weighting measures Method 1 and Method 2

are labeled MS1 and MS2 respectively. We observed that the queries generated by the

two methods significantly outperform the baseline method. There is a 33% to 50%
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improvement in precision when considering the top 100 and the top 10 documents

recommended by each method. This is a significant finding because task-centric

document recommendation requires very high precision in order to minimize information

overload. In addition, we observe that the web and the WordNet based method (MS2)

perform slightly better than the web only based method (MS1).

We also analyzed the distribution of average idf scores across terms with varying

polysemy counts. A bar graph with the average idf scores of terms with varying polysemy

counts is shown in Figure 4.6. We observe that there is little variation in corpus-based idf

scores across terms with varying polysemy, while the web-based idf scores show a

continuous decline in average scores with increasing polysemy.
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Figure 4.6. Variation in average idf with polysemy

The variation of idf score with polysemy counts confirms our conjecture that the

corpus-based idf scores in domain-specific corpora have a weaker capacity to

differentiate between domain-specific terms and generic terms. Conversely, the idf of a

term in a large web corpus is a better measure in discriminating between domain-specific

terms and generic terms. This idea has been plotted in Figure 4.4 to illustrate it more

clearly.

4.7 Conclusions

Existing document access techniques that support enterprise knowledge flow require

either user initiation or design-time specification of document requirements. In this

chapter, we propose a task-centric document recommendation technique that enables the
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automatic recommendation of relevant documents without the need for either user

initiation or design time specification of document requirements. In addition, we have

presented a query generation technique with two mechanisms for dynamically generating

more effective queries from task descriptions. Our evaluation shows that the proposed

mechanisms outperformed the baseline method of using complete task descriptions.

The dynamic recommendation of task-centric documents has several benefits with

respect to enterprise knowledge flow. First, it frees the workers from creating key terms

in the document retrieval queries. This can potential improve the productivity of

knowledge workers. Second, task-centric document recommendation can improve the

quality of knowledge work by providing more accurately matched documents that are

relevant to the tasks at hand.
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5 PREDICTING RECOMMENDER PERFORMANCE

5.1 Introduction

In the past few decades, research in information retrieval systems has lead to the

development of advanced retrieval systems. A performance analysis of advanced retrieval

systems at the 2003 Reliable Information Workshop observed that all the retrieval

systems tend to fail on the same set of queries (Buckley, 2004). Hence, given a state-of-

art retrieval system, retrieval success is most dependent on the characteristics of the query

used for retrieval. While some queries result in a rich set of relevant documents, other

may not retrieve any relevant documents. Although the effectiveness of a query can be

evaluated by comparing the retrieved results against a predetermined set of relevance

judgments, such relevance judgments are expensive and time-consuming to obtain,

require substantial human effort, and may not always be available.

Towards this end, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the

ACM Special Interest Group on Information Retrieval (SIGIR) have been conducting

workshops in the past few years for identifying mechanisms for automatically predicting

query performance. Automatically predicting query performance before evaluation

against human relevance judgments can have several benefits. For example, only select

queries predicted to perform weakly could be routed to human experts for retrieval while

queries expected to perform strongly can be automatically used in the document

recommendation process. In addition, based on expected performance, queries can be

selectively expanded or reformulated.
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Query performance prediction is especially important in the context of task-centric

document recommender systems. Task-centric recommenders are typically embedded in

applications such as email or workflow systems that support task related activities.

Therefore, task-centric document recommenders have limited display area and need to

recommend few but highly focused and relevant documents in order to prevent user

information overload. A query prediction mechanism can help integrate document

recommenders with task-centric applications by enabling recommendation only when

there is a high probability of retrieving focused and relevant documents, thereby

preventing user distraction and information overload.

Another aspect of task-centric document recommender systems in an enterprise

context is the characteristics of the source corpora. A significant portion of enterprise

content is organized by domain and is stored in collections distributed across the

organization. Examples of typical documents include marketing documents, problem

reports, and contracts and sales proposals. The documents formats included annotated

spreadsheets, summary reports with data and short textual descriptions and scanned

documents with text annotations. Given the unique nature of enterprise content, the

adequacy and appropriateness of these queries in identifying relevant documents from

domain specific corpora needs to be investigated.

In this chapter, our focus is on automatically predicting the performance of a query in

a domain-specific corpus. Specifically, we present a model for query performance and

identify query features that correlate with query performance; we study the characteristics

of domain-specific corpora and analyze the performance of various query features in
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predicting query performance; and we analyze various modes of query failure and

identify query features indicative of the failure modes. The rest of this chapter is

structured as follows. In Section 5.2, we analyze the characteristics of domain specific

corpora. In Section 5.3, we propose a model for query performance prediction and

propose several new features for performance prediction. We develop and test our

predictive model in Section 5.4, present results of our experiment in Section 5.5 and

conclude in Section 5.6.

5.2 Relevant Work

While a detailed review of relevant literature is presented in Section 2.4 of Chapter 2,

we present a summary of relevant work in this area in Table 5.1  

Table 5.1. Overview of Relevant Work in Query Performance Prediction

Predictive Measures for Query Performance

Ranking Approach Classification Approach

Query-based Features deLoupy and Bellot (2000);
Mothe and Tanguy, 2005;
He and Ounis, 2004;
Sullivan, 2001

Kwok, 2005;

Retrieval Set-based
Features

Cronen-Townsend et al., 2002;
Yom-Tov et al., 2004; Amati
et al., 2004;
Jin et al., 2001;
Vinay et al., 2006;
Rorvig, 2000;
Diaz and Jones, 2004;

Both Grivolla et al., 2005;
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We observe that most literature in this area analyzes the performance of query-based

and retrieval set based features in predicting query performance. However, there is

limited literature that leverages both query-based and retrieval set based features to

predict query performance. In addition, the effect of corpus-specific features in predicting

query performance has been largely ignored. Previous literature is also lacking in

evaluating query performance predictors in domain-specific corpora. In this study, we

develop a query performance framework and an evaluation procedure designed to address

the above research gaps.

5.3 Research Objectives

In this study, our objective is to automatically predict the performance of queries in

domain-specific corpora. Specifically, we focus on the following objectives. (1) Analyze

the characteristics of domain-specific corpora and study the performance of various query

features in predicting query performance on domain-specific corpora. (2) Identify query

features that highly correlate with query performance and develop a model for predicting

query performance. (3) Evaluate the validity of the developed model in various domain-

specific corpora.

5.4 Analysis of Domain-Specific Corpora

In this section, we analyze the characteristics of domain-specific corpora. Specifically,

we study two important features that have an effect on retrieval performance, term usage

and document frequency of generic and domain specific terms. We analyzed these

features in five different domains.
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5.4.1 Test Corpora

We selected five different corpora to analyze query performance in domain specific

corpora (Sanderson, 2005). The corpora contain a collection of documents from a wide

range of domains including computer science, information science, aeronautical

engineering, medicine and global politics. Each corpus used in the experiment is a

publicly available test collection used for information retrieval research. Along with the

documents, the collection includes verbose queries with relevance judgments. Summary

characteristics of the corpora are given in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2. Test Corpora

Corpus No of
Documents

No of
Queries

CACM 3204 64
CISI 1400 111
CRAN 1400 160
TIME 400 84
TREC9 348, 566 63

5.4.2 Analysis of Corpora

We analyzed the occurrence of query terms in the domain specific CACM corpus and

in a large generic corpus to identify the characteristics of domain specific terminology.

The document frequency of a term in a generic corpus was estimated using the Google

Web API (Google Inc., 2006). The document frequency is the value returned by the

estimatedTotalResultsCount function on using the term to query for web documents. The

size of the Google corpus was substituted by the estimated document frequency of the
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word “the” as given by the Google Web Api. The inverse document frequency (idf) of

each term in the generic corpus and the domain specific corpus was calculated using the

following formula.
1

log2 +
=

k
k df

N
idf . Where dfk is the document frequency of the kth

term and N is total number of documents in the corpus. A scatter plot of the query terms

along the dimensions of their inverse document frequency in a generic corpus and a

domain specific corpus is given in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1. Scatter plot of term idf in Generic and CACM corpora

The diagonal line represents the region where the occurrence frequency of a term is

similar in both the domain specific and a generic corpus. The extent to which the relative

document frequency (dfk/N) of a term is different in the generic and a domain specific

corpus can be measured by the distance between the co-ordinates of the term and the

diagonal line. This distance is measured along the normal from the term co-ordinates and
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the diagonal line, and is proportional to the difference in the idf of a query term as

measured in a generic corpus and a domain-specific corpus. In the CACM corpus, we

observed that about 62 percent of the query terms deviated from the diagonal line by a

distance of at least one unit. The data points above the diagonal line represent terms that

have a higher relative document frequency in the CACM corpus than a generic corpus.

In addition to the document frequencies of the terms in domain specific and generic

corpora, we also analyzed the polysemy counts of the terms based on the WordNet

lexicon. The polysemy count of a term is a measure of the number of different senses in

which the term can be used. We used the WordNet (Miller, 1990) program to determine

the polysemy counts of each term. Generic terms tend to have high polysemy counts

while domain specific terms have low polysemy counts. For example, the term

“algorithm” has a very specific meaning and has a polysemy count of 1, while the term

“information” can be used in multiple senses based on the context and has a polysemy

count of 5.

We observed that most of the terms that occurred more frequently in a domain

specific corpus as compared to a generic corpus were terms with relatively lower

polysemy counts, while the occurrence of terms with high polysemy counts was much

lower in the domain specific corpus as compared to their occurrence in a generic corpus.

A plot of average polysemy of the terms as compared to their distance to the diagonal line

in different corpora is given in Figure 5.2. The distance is denoted as negative if the term

lies below the diagonal and positive if it lies above the diagonal line. A negative distance

indicates that the term has a lower relative document frequency in the domain-specific
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corpus than a generic corpus, while a positive distance indicates that the relative

document frequency of the term is higher in the domain specific corpus than a generic

corpus.
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Figure 5.2. Average polysemy as a function of deviation in idf

The terms that deviated the most from and were above the diagonal were domain

specific terms while terms closer to the diagonal and below the diagonal were more likely

to be generic terms. For example, the term “algorithm” which is specific to the computer

science domain has a relative document frequency of 0.37 in the CACM corpus, which is

much higher than its relative document frequency of 0.009 in a generic corpus. The

generic term “description” has a relative document frequency of 0.028 and 0.026 in

domain-specific and generic corpora respectively. However, in some corpora, a small

portion of the domain-specific terms occurred less frequently than in the generic corpus.
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Examples of such terms include the term software in the CISI corpus, Canada and

Ireland in the Time corpus, which have extremely low document frequencies in their

respective corpora. While we have presented examples and sample data from the CACM

corpus, similar patterns were observed in other domain-specific corpora used in the

experiment.

We also analyzed the distribution of average idf scores across terms with varying

polysemy counts. A bar graph with the average idf scores of terms with varying polysemy

counts for different corpora is shown in Figure 5.3 through Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.3. idf variations for the CACM corpus
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Figure 5.6. idf variation for the CISI corpus

We observe that there is little variation in corpus-based idf scores across terms with

varying polysemy, while the generic idf scores show a continuous decline in average

scores with increasing polysemy. This pattern is especially pronounced in the CACM,

CRAN and TIME corpus and to a minor extent in the CISI corpus. Based on the above

observations, we conclude that the corpus-based idf scores in domain-specific corpora

have a relatively weaker capacity to differentiate between domain-specific terminology

and generic terms, while the generic idf of a term is a better measure in discriminating

between domain-specific terms and generic terms.

In the following sections, we build on these observations to extend entropy-based

predictive measures for improved performance in domain-specific corpora. We begin by
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presenting a brief overview of entropy-based measures for predicting query performance

and then analyze their performance in domain-specific corpora.

5.5 A Model for Query Performance Prediction

In this section, we propose a model for query performance prediction that can help

identify and classify features affecting query performance. Although several measures

have been developed and query features evaluated for predicting query performance,

previous work is lacking an in-depth analysis and comprehensive understanding of why

some queries are better than others. The qualitative analysis presented here is one of the

first attempts in developing an understanding of query characteristics that influence query

performance and will help further research in this area. We begin by a comparative

analysis of queries, and identify query qualities that differentiate well performing queries

from poorly performing queries. We then present the model for predicting query

performance. A summary of the symbols used in the subsequent sections is given in

Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3 Definitions of symbols and terms used in query performance model

Symbol Definition

Q The symbol Q is used to represent a query or a set of query terms.
q The symbol q is used to denote an element from the sent Q or a specific

query term.
polysemy(t) The polysemy() function is used to determine the different senses in which

a term can be used. In this study, we utilize the WordNet lexicon to
determine the polysemy count of a term. If a term is not present in the
WordNet lexicon, the term is assigned a polysemy count of 1.

l The symbol l is used to denote query length. Query length is equal to the
total number of unique terms present in a query.
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Symbol Definition

V The symbol V is used to denote the vocabulary of a corpus. It represents a
set of all the terms in a corpus except for the stop words.

n The size of a corpus is denoted by the symbol n. It is equal to the number
of documents in the corpus.

idfg The symbol idfg is used to refer to the inverse document frequency of a
term in a large generic corpus. In this study, we use document frequency
estimates from the Google (www.google.com) search engine to represent a
large generic corpus.

di The ith document in a corpus is represented by the symbol di.
w(ti) A weighting function that assigns certain weight to the ith term of a set. The

weighting function is defined depending on the context in which it is used.
Examples of weighting functions include the idf scores and polysemy
counts.

df(t) The document frequency of a term t. The document frequency is given by
the number of documents that contain the term t.

5.5.1 A Classification of Query Performance Factors

In order to develop an understanding of the various query characteristics that

influence query performance, we manually examined queries across five different

domain-specific corpora and identified query characteristics that contribute to the

retrieval of relevant and non-relevant documents. We compare queries with varying

performances and identify differing features of the queries that contribute to different

performances. Based on our analysis, we identify nine different query and corpus

characteristics that influence their performance. They can be classified in to three

different classes, query-specific factors, corpus-specific factors and interacting factors. In

the following sub-sections, we provide a qualitative definition of the query characteristics

and provide representative examples. A summary of the features considered in our

framework is given in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4. Summary of query characteristics and features

Feature Description Framework
Component

inv-sum-poly Inverse of Sum polysemy Conciseness
sum-inv-poly
sum-idfg

Sum Inverse Polysemy
Sum generic idf

Complexity

avg-idfg
avg-polysemy

Average Generic idf Terminologicality

qscope Query Scope Availability
avg-idfc
avg-ictf
sum-idfc
kldiv100
kldiv500
kldiv-idfg
scs
idfcmaxmin, idfcstdev

Average corpus idf
Average inverse collection term frequency
Sum corpus idf
Relative Entropy with sampling size of
100 and 500
Relative Entropy with generic idf
Simplified query clarity
Distribution of informative amount

Uniqueness

avg-cosine-idfc
avg-cosine-idfg

Average cosine of top 10 documents Cohesion

vocabulary Number of unique tokens in a corpus Vocabulary
corpus-entropy Information Entropy Clustering

Tendency
corpus-poly Polysemy of representative features Corpus

Complexity

5.5.2 Query-specific factors

Query-specific factors are query characteristics that are dependent solely on the query

and are independent of the corpus used for retrieval. We develop three query specific

factors that are observed to affect the ability of the query to retrieve relevant documents.

1) Conciseness. Query conciseness is defined as the quality of the query that minimizes

the use of non-essential or generic terms. For example, consider the following queries

from the CACM corpus.
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• Query 4: “I’m interested in mechanisms for communicating between disjoint

processes, possibly, but not exclusively, in a distributed environment.”

• Query 26: “Concurrency control mechanisms in operating systems”

• Query 16: “What systems incorporate multiprogramming or remote stations

in information retrieval? What will be the extent of their use in the future?”

While query 4 is long and verbose consisting of several generic terms such as

possibly, interested, mechanisms and exclusively, which when considered in isolation

convey little or no information about the knowledge requirement. However, query 26 is

concise and consists only of domain-specific terms that convey specific information

about the knowledge requirement. A clear example of the detrimental effect of generic

terms on query performance is presented by query 16 of the CISI corpus.

A key observation in this query is the effect of terms incorporate and remote on

query performance. Each of the terms incorporate and remote, occur in 13 of the 1400

documents in the CISI corpus. Hence, they are given equal weights as they have equal idf

scores. However, the term incorporate is a generic term and is not present in any of the

relevant documents while the term remote is present in 6 of the relevant documents.

Therefore, the inclusion of the term incorporate actually harms the query and degrades

the performance of the query.

We provide a formal definition of conciseness by defining a conciseness function that

has the following two properties. (1) Conciseness of a query decreases with increase in

query length. (2) Conciseness of a query decreases with the addition of generic terms.

The conciseness function is defined as follows
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Conciseness(Q) =
∑
∈Qq

qsgenericnes )(

1
,

where genericness(q) = 1 if the term q is a domain-specific term, and

genericness(q) > 1 if the term is a generic term

We operationalize the proposed function by using polysemy as a measure of

generality of a term. We assume that higher the polysemy of the term, higher the

probability that it is a generic term. Using the above definition, conciseness can be

operationalized by the following two computable measures. The first measure, the

inverse sum polysemy is obtained by inverting the summation of the polysemy of query

terms. Mathematically, the inverse sum polysemy measure is defined as

inv-sum-poly =∑
∈Qq

qpolysemy )(

1

where the polysemy(q) function stands for polysemy counts from WordNet.

The second computable measure for query conciseness is the query length itself. If we

assume that each term in the query is equal in its generality, then the expression for query

conciseness simplifies to the length of the query.

2) Complexity. Query complexity is defined as a measure of the semantic complexity of

the query. Examples of such queries include large queries that are described using several

domain-specific concepts. For example, consider the following queries from CACM

corpus
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• Query 6 “Interested in articles on robotic and motion planning, particularly

the geometric and combinatorial aspects. We are not interested in the

dynamics of arm motion.”

• Query 12 “portable operating systems”

While query 6 consists of several domain specific terms such as robotic, motion

planning, geometric, combinatorial, dynamics arm motion, query 12 consists of three

domain specific terms portable operating systems. We observe that queries that have low

semantic complexity result in better performance in best match retrieval systems. A

formal definition of query complexity is given as follows.

Complexity(Q) = }|))(,{(|,| QqqcqCwhereC ∈= ,

where C is a fuzzy set in which each element is a pair (q, c(q))

c(q) is the membership function that defines the membership value.

In other words, the complexity of a query is given by the cardinality of the set of

domain-specific concepts present in the query. The set of domain specific concepts is

defined as a fuzzy set consisting of the query terms and a membership function c(q)

which estimates the probability that the given query term is a domain-specific term.

We propose two different membership functions to operationalize query complexity.

Specifically we estimate the domain specificity of a query term by the inverse of its

polysemy count and by its idf score as measured in a large generic corpus (idfg). The

cardinality of the set of domain-specific concepts is then given by the sigma-count or the

summation of the membership values of the query terms. On simplification, it yields the

following two formulae for measuring query complexity:
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sum-inv-poly = ∑
∈Qt tpolysemy )(

1
,and

sum-idfg =∑
∈Qt

tidfg )( .

3) Terminologicality. Terminologicality is defined as the extent to which standard

domain terminology is used in a query. Queries that use domain-specific terminology as

opposed to alternative descriptions with generic terms result in better retrieval

performance. For example, consider topic 413 from the TREC campaigns.

• Topic 413 “What are new methods of producing steel?”

The above query is formulated using generic terms and results in low query

performance. Alternative formulations that use standard terminology in place of “new

methods” such as advances in steel production technology or next generation steel

production technology can retrieve better results. Terminologicality is formally defined

as follows based on the previous definitions of sets C and Q.

Terminologicality(Q) =
||

||

Q

C
,

Building upon the previously proposed operational measure for complexity, the

operational measure of terminologicality is given by

∑
∈

=−
Qq l

tidfg
idfgavg

)(
.

5.5.3 Interacting factors

1) Availability. Query availability is defined as the extent to which the query terms are

present in the corpus. Query term availability has been observed to be the most important
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factor in determining query performance. The failure of 39% of the queries analyzed in a

recent RIA workshop can be attributed to the non-availability of query terms in the

corpus. In order to further illustrate the effect of the availability of query terms on query

performance, consider the following queries in the CISI corpus.

• Query 14 “What future is there for automatic medical diagnosis?”

• Query 16 “What systems incorporate multiprogramming or remote stations in

information retrieval? What will be the extent of their use in the future?”

• Query 35 “Government supported agencies and projects dealing with

information dissemination.”

We observe that queries 14 and 16 suffer from the non availability of key query terms

in the corpus. In query 14 the term “diagnosis” used is not available in the corpus but

contains related terms and phrases such as "automated prediction of tumor activity".

Similarly in query 16, the terms multiprogramming and "remote station" have limited

availability in the CISI corpus. While the phrase “remote station” is not present in any of

the documents, the term “remote” is present in 13 of 1400 documents of which 6 are

relevant. In contrast to queries 14 and 16, all the terms in query 35 are present in the

corpus. The least frequent query term “agencies” is present in 22 of the documents. While

queries 14 and 16 have a mean average precision of 0.008 and 0.07, query 35 has a mean

average precision of 0.20.

In order to mathematically capture the availability related characteristics of a query;

we define a class of availability functions (F) as follows:

Availability(Q) = f(w(ti),df(ti)),
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where w(ti) is a a weighting function for obtaining the weight of the ith term, and

df(ti). is the document frequency of the ith term.

The function f belongs to the class of functions F that consist of statistical and set

operators designed to capture a particular aspect of availability. The class of functions is

defined as F = {f |. f ∈ Max, Min, Avergage, Union, Intersection). For example, an

availability metric such as query scope can be defined as QueryScope(Q) = Union(w(ti),

df(ti)); where w(ti) = 1 for all the query terms. An alternative measure is the average

collection term frequency as given by He and Ounis (2005).

2) Uniqueness. Query uniqueness is defined as the ability of the query terms to uniquely

identify a subset of documents that are relevant to the query. Typically, domain-specific

terms can better discriminate between documents than generic terms. In some cases,

domain-specific terms may also have low discriminative power. For example, the terms

computer and algorithm, when considered in the CACM corpus, have a low

discriminative power. In order to measure query uniqueness, we propose a definition

where uniqueness is defined as the distance between the query model and a corpus model.

Specifically,

Uniqueness(Query) = ∑
∈QueryModelt

tlCorpusModetQueryModelD ))(||)(( ,

where QueryModel(t) is a user defined query model and

D() is a query model-specific distance function

For example, in a case where a language model is used to model a query, the query

clarity measure (Cronen-townsed et al., 2002) can be used to measure uniqueness. The

query clarity measure is defined as follows
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∑
∈Vw coll wP

QwP
QwP

)(

)|(
log)|( 2 ,

where P(w|Q) refers to the language model of a query and Pcoll(w) refers to a corpus

language model. For additional detail please refer to Cronen-Townsend et al., (2002). In

addition to the above measure, alternative measures of query uniqueness include the

simplified query clarity measure (He and Ounis, 2005), average and sum idf measures

when idf values are used to model a query.

3) Cohesion. Query cohesion is described as the extent to which the query terms co-

occur in the corpora. In RIA studies, this was observed to be one of the major factors

contributing to query failure (categories 3, 4 and 10). Hence, the co-occurrence of query

terms in the top retrieved documents is an important indicator of query performance. The

relationship between query term co-occurrence and query performance is illustrated by

queries 18 and 87 from the CRAN corpus.

• Query 18 “Are real-gas transport properties for air available over a wide

range of enthalpies and densities”.

• Query 87 “What is the available information pertaining to the effect of slight

rarefaction on boundary layer flows (the "slip" effect)”.

In query 87, the key terms boundary, layer, flows, and slip co-occur in all relevant

documents. However, in query 18, the key query terms such as air, transport properties,

enthalpies, densities, rarely co-occur. While the term transport occurs in 23 documents

and enthalpy in 35 documents, they co-occur in only two documents. The term

combinations (air, transport, and density) and (air, transport, and enthalpy) co-occur in
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only 1 document. The terms transport, density and enthalpy do not co-occur in any

document.

In summary, the distribution of query terms in the corpus is such that the query terms

in query 87 co-occur in a significant number of documents while the query terms from

query 18 rarely co-occur with each other. The effect of the above term co-occurrence

characteristics is reflected in the performance of the query in terms of the mean average

precision, which is 0.83 for query 87 is 0.83 and 0.20 for query 18.

We measure query cohesion as the average value of the top query document cosine

similarity scores. The cosine similarity score between a query Q and a document D is

defined as follows

Cosine(Q, D) =
||||

.

DQ

DQ
,

The elements of a document vector are represented by the idf scores of the terms

present in the document, D = (idf(t1), idf(t2), idf(t3)… idf(tn)). The elements of the query

vector are given by the product of the idf scores of the query term and a weighting

function that defines the importance of the term that corresponds to the vector element.

The query vector is given by Q = ((idf(t1).w(t1)), (idf(t2).w(t2))… (idf(tn).w(tn))).

In this study, we measure query cohesion as the average value of the top 10 cosine

similarity scores as defined above. Two different weighting functions are used when

developing the query vector. A simple weighting function where all the terms are given

an equal weight of 1, and a weighting function where the query term is assigned the

weight of its idf score in a generic corpus (idfg).
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5.5.4 Corpus-specific factors

1) Vocabulary. The vocabulary of a corpus refers to the quality and the number of

tokens present in a corpus. A large vocabulary consisting of several domain-specific

terms and phrases improves the chances of a match with query terms. Operationally, the

vocabulary of a corpus is measured in terms of a weighted sum of the tokens present in

the corpus. V = ∑
∈Tt

tw , where T is the set of all the terms in the corpus, and wt

corresponds to the weight assigned to a term based on a weighting function. In this case,

we use the ratio of idf of a term to the maximum possible idf score in that corpus as the

weighting function.

2) Clustering Tendency. The clustering tendency of a corpus is a measure of the extent

to which a corpus can be classified into document clusters. It is more difficult to

differentiate between documents in a corpus that is completely random (i.e. having

uniform distribution of tokens), than a corpus in which documents can be organized into

clusters. Several measures have been proposed to measure the clustering tendency of a

corpus (El-Hamdouchi and Willet, 1987).

El-Hamdouchi and Willet (1987) propose a density test in order to estimate the

clustering tendency of a collection. Dubin (1996) proposes skewness and elongation as

measures of clustering tendency. However, the density, skewness and elongation

measures are computationally expensive to calculate on large corpora. Dash et al., (2002)

propose the use of information entropy to estimate clustering tendency. A uniform

distribution has higher entropy than a distribution consisting of peaks and troughs, which

is indicative of a corpus with clusters (Dash et al., 2002). In this study, we adopt the
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information entropy of a corpus as estimated from a corpus language model to be a

measure of clustering tendency. The entropy of the corpus is defined as follows:

corpus-entropy = ∑
∈Vw

wpwp )(log)( 2

3) Semantic Complexity. The semantic complexity of a corpus refers to the ambiguity

inherent in the vocabulary of the corpus. We hypothesize that a vocabulary consisting

mostly of terms with multiple meanings has an adverse affect on retrieval performance.

We propose to measure the semantic complexity of a corpus by measuring the average

polysemy of a representative sample of the vocabulary of the corpus. We use the

document frequency-based feature selection mechanism to select a representative sample

of the corpus vocabulary.

The semantic complexity is then measured by the following computable measure:

avg-poly = ∑
∈St

tpolysemy )( , 

where S is a subset of the complete vocabulary V of the corpus and is determined by

a document frequency based feature selection method. We adopt the document frequency

based feature selection metric, as it is a simple yet among the most effective feature

selection methods in text categorization (Yang and Pederson, 1997). We select a

threshold such that the 10% of the most commonly occurring terms except for stop words

are selected as the representative vocabulary. A similar threshold has been used for

feature selection in text categorization (Yang and Pederson, 1997).
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5.5.5 A Comparative Mapping

We also compare our approach to a study on “Reliable Information Access” (RIA)

that analyzes the reasons for retrieval failure in past TREC campaigns (Buckley, 2004).

Specifically, we develop a mapping between our proposed query characteristics and the

reasons for retrieval failure identified in the RIA study, which are presented in Table 5.5 

Table 5.5 A Mapping between RIA categories and the query performance model

RIA Category %
Queries

Query
Performance
Factor

Comments

All systems
emphasize one
aspect, missing
another required
term

15% Conciseness This problem is typical of large
queries that are highly specific
in their knowledge requirement
and contain a lot of generic
terms.

All systems
emphasize one
aspect, missing
another aspect.
Missed aspect
requires expansion.

31% Availability The missed term is not present
in the corpus but contains other
terms that mean the same.

Some systems
emphasize one,
others another, both
required.

11% Cohesion The corpus should contain
documents that contain all the
key terms from the query that
specify a knowledge
requirement.

All systems
emphasized one
irrelevant aspect,
missing point of
topic.

4% Conciseness The query should contain only
relevant terms. Irrelevant terms
or terms that either harms or
does not contribute to
retrieving the relevant
documents when considered in
isolation.

Need outside
expansion of general
term

8% Availability Vocabulary mismatch

Need QA query 4% Complexity, Vocabulary mismatch
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RIA Category %
Queries

Query
Performance
Factor

Comments

analysis and
relationships

Terminologicality

Systems missed
difficult aspect that
would need human
help

15% Terminologicality,
Uniqueness,
Complexity

Vocabulary mismatch

Need proximity
relationships
between two aspects.

2% Cohesion, System
Factors

An aspect of availability, the
query terms should be present
and in close proximity in
retrieved documents.

5.6 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluated the proposed query performance framework by analyzing the

effectiveness of predictor models that combine the features representing query-specific,

corpus-specific and interacting features. We also analyzed the correlation between the

predictive features and query performance. In the following sub sections, we begin by

analyzing the query features and then present additional detail on the predictor models

and their performance. Based on our analysis, we also present recommendations for

improving recommender performance.

5.6.1 Feature Evaluation

In Table 5.6, we present the spearman rank correlation of various query features with

average precision of the query. We observe that the query features representative of

interacting factors have the strongest correlations with query performance. The simplified

query clarity score (He and Ounis, 2005) is observed to be the best performing predictor
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among all features evaluated. Among interacting factors, we observe that features

indicative of uniqueness of the query terms have the highest correlation with query

performance, followed by cohesion and availability. In query-specific factors, features

representing conciseness are among the best performers, followed by terminologicality

and query complexity. In corpus specific factors, the vocabulary and clustering tendency

are most indicative of the effect of a corpus on query performance.

Table 5.6. Feature correlation with average precision

Query specific factors Interacting factors Corpus specific factors
Feature Corr. Feature Corr. Feature Corr.
inv-sum-poly 0.33 scs 0.42 vocabulary 0.20
qlength -0.28 kldiv-idfg 0.34 corpusentropy 0.20
avg-idfg -0.25 avg-ictf 0.33 corpuspolysemy -0.16

sum-idfg -0.23 kldiv100 0.31

avg-poly -0.22 sum-idfc -0.30

sum-inv-poly -0.19 avg-cos-idfg 0.26

5.6.2 Predictor Models

The predictor models were built using linear regression and support vector regression

methods. In linear regression, we used the step-wise forward selection algorithm to

identify the best set of features and the AIC statistic to evaluate model quality. Further,

we used the 5-fold cross validation technique to identify the best performing linear model.

In addition, we used variance stabilization (Tibshirani, 1987) and alternating conditional

expectation (ACE) algorithms (Breiman et al., 1985) to estimate optimal transformations

on the features that resulted in better predictor models.
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A similar approach was used for identifying the best performing support vector

regression models. We used a LIBSVM (Chang and Lin, 2001) regression module with a

radial basis kernel function and optimized the kernel parameters using a grid search

technique (Hsu et al., 2003). A summary of the models and their correlations with query

performance is given below.

Table 5.7. Summary of predictor models

Model Model Components Correlation
Linear Model 1
Transformations: None
Features: 9

scs, avg-idfc, kldiv500, corpus-poly, kldiv-
idfg, corpus-entropy, vocabulary, idfcstdev,
avg-cosine-idfg

0.68

Linear Model 2
Transformations: ACE
Features: 15

scs, avg-idfc, kldiv500, corpus-poly, kldiv-
idfg, corpus-entropy, avg-idfg, vocabulary,
idfcstdev, avg-cosine-idfg, avg-ictf, sum-
idfg, qlength, avg-poly, sum-poly

0.70

SVR Model
Transformations: None
Kernel: RBF
Features: 11

vocabulary, kldiv100, kldiv500, avg-idfc,
sum-inv-poly, idfcmaxmin, kldiv-idfg, avg-
cosine-idfg, avg-cosine-idfc, qscope,
corpus-poly

0.62

We observe that the linear regression and support vector regression models

outperform all individual features of the query performance model in predicting query

performance. This indicates that the predictor models are able to leverage multiple query

features to improve performance prediction. In addition, the distribution of features in the

predictor models includes features from interaction and corpus-specific factors in Linear

Model 1 and all three factors in Linear Model 2 and SVR model. These observations

validate our basic assumption underlying the query performance framework that the

performance of a query is dependent on multiple factors which can be classified as query-

specific, corpus-specific and interacting factors.
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5.6.3 Implications for Improving Recommender Performance

A key observation from this study that has implications on improving the

performance of recommender systems, relates to the influence of the corpus in

determining recommender performance. Corpus-specific factors have been largely

ignored in literature when analyzing retrieval performance. However, in this study, we

observe that corpus specific features formed a key component of all the better performing

models analyzed in the model search. Specifically, on an average, retrieval systems

exhibited a better performance in corpora with low corpus entropy, large corpus

vocabularies and low corpus polysemy values. This implies that corpora with the above

mentioned characteristics are more likely to return better results when using vector space

based retrieval mechanisms.

5.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed a framework for identifying and categorizing features

affecting query performance. We proposed several new features and developed new

predictors that leverage multiple query features for better prediction accuracy. We also

presented an analysis of term distribution in domain-specific corpora and proposed

extensions to entropy based features to account for the variations in term distribution in

domain specific corpora.

The proposed predictors will enable the integration of document recommender

systems with task-centric applications. The query performance framework helps identify

features affecting query performance and will enable further research on the development
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of high accuracy predictors. In future work, we intend to evaluate advanced machine

learning algorithms to further improve prediction accuracy and develop measures to

estimate synonymy problem in domain specific corpora. Another research problem with a

potential of significant improvement in retrieval systems is the automatic identification of

the type of query failure.
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6 A WORKFLOW CENTRIC APPROACH TO AUTOMATING

KNOWLEDGE FLOW PROCESSES

6.1 Introduction

Knowledge flow refers to the transfer of knowledge between knowledge workers and

across space, time and organizational boundaries. The sequence of tasks that need to be

executed in order to enable this transfer of knowledge is referred to as a knowledge flow

process. Although it is apparent that knowledge flow processes should be automated to

improve efficiency and effectiveness of knowledge sharing within an organization, there

exists no frameworks or systems designed specifically for such a purpose.

In order to automate, manage and monitor the knowledge flow processes, we

introduce a new type of workflow called the knowledge workflow. A knowledge

workflow is a formal representation of a knowledge flow process and will enable the

automation, management and monitoring of knowledge flow processes occurring in an

organization.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.2, we present a scenario

that illustrates a knowledge flow process and the benefits of automating a knowledge

flow process. In Section 6.3, we present an overview of relevant work and identify the

key technology gaps in this area. We outline our research objectives in Section 6.4 and

present the proposed approach in Section 6.5. We conclude by identifying issues for

future research and summarizing the contributions of the study in Section 6.6.
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6.2 An Illustrative Example

We illustrate the concept of a knowledge flow process using the following scenario

when a consultant in a large knowledge-based firm needs to request some unique

knowledge about a technology and its application. The consultant can (1) search relevant

knowledge repositories, (2) send request to a peer who is known to be able to answer the

request, and (3) broadcast the request on a large mailing list. In order to satisfy the

knowledge requirement, a consultant may need to execute varying combinations of all the

above alternatives. A sample sequence of activities is given in Figure 6.1. 

Search
repository

Is query
satisfied?

Explore
repositories

Repository
exists?

Contact
experts

Receive
response

Is query
satisfied?

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Figure 6.1. Manual execution of a knowledge flow process

Further, consider the third sub-process which involves the use of a list server based

mechanism for contacting experts. A graphical illustration of the list server based

knowledge flow process is given in Figure 6.2. 
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Document

Legend
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Expert A

Expert B

Expert C

Expert D

Figure 6.2. A list server based knowledge flow process

The manual execution of the knowledge flow process, which includes the use of a

plain list server results in several inefficiencies and problems of information overload.

For example, (1) the consultant may receive a large number of responses, several of

which could be duplicate, (2) an expert may expend time on responding to a request that

has already been satisfied, thus leading to wastage of resources, (3) the consultant may

keep receiving responses even after the knowledge requirement is satisfied (4) in a

sequential flow, the consultant has to consecutively search through each repository when

they can be simultaneously searched thus saving time, and (5) the experts may receive

requests through the list server in which they are not interested, contributing to

information overload.

6.3 Relevant Work

While a number of high-level workflow centric knowledge management frameworks

(Stein and Zwass, 1995; Zhao, 1998), document recommender systems (Abecker et al.,
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2000; Kwan and Subramanian, 2003) and analysis methods (Nissen, 2002; Kim et al.,

2003) have been proposed, they do not support directly the modeling of knowledge flow

processes and their systematic execution. This technology gap is one of the major

deterrents to knowledge sharing within an organization (Bruno, 2002).

The efficiency of some of the tasks in knowledge flow processes can be supported by

individual systems such as expert locater system (McDonald and Ackerman, 1998)

summarization systems (Moens et al., 2005) and filtering systems. However, each of

these systems has to be individually invoked by the user to accomplish the knowledge

goal. Current literature is lacking in a framework for automatically integrating and

executing such tasks for achieving the user’s knowledge goal and improving the

efficiency of knowledge flows.

A knowledge flow infrastructure is especially important to knowledge intensive

organizations such as consulting firms. Some consulting firms have developed

customized applications to enable the management of organizational knowledge. Typical

examples of such systems include the Knowledge Xchange at Anderson Consulting, and

the Knowledge On-Line system at Booz Hamilton. These systems provide a suite of

applications such as expert location, knowledge repositories, discussion boards and

templates for codifying knowledge (Garcia, 1997; Tristram, 1998).

Although such customized applications can automate some knowledge flows, they are

specific to an organization and its business processes. Developing an implementation that

is flexible and can support a wide variety of knowledge flow processes requires the

development of formal methodology that can help model the knowledge flow processes,
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and the extension of current workflow technologies to handle the knowledge flow

processes that are characterized by dynamically changing models. The framework and

formalisms we propose in this paper lays the foundation for such a methodology.

6.4 Knowledge Workflow Approach

In order to alleviate the above problems, improve knowledge flow efficiency and

better manage the knowledge flows across an organization, we propose the automation of

knowledge flow processes using a knowledge workflow. The automation of knowledge

flow requires the integration of information retrieval mechanisms with workflow systems.

For example, consider the list server based knowledge flow process when enhanced with

intelligent retrieval based services as shown in Figure 6.3.

In the list-server-based knowledge flow process, several experts (experts C and D in

Figure 6.2) that are contacted turn out to be uninterested in the message. The user is also

overwhelmed with multiple, possibly duplicate, responses. In the intelligent services

enhanced knowledge flow process, the use of a filtering service (Sarnikar et al., 2004)

denoted by “F” prevents the distribution of the message to non relevant experts. The use

of summarization and aggregation services (Moens et al., 2005), denoted by “S” and “A”,

prevents overloading the user.

While information retrieval mechanisms provide discovery and matching services,

workflow systems coordinate the invocation of the appropriate intelligent service and

automate the routing and delivery of messages and documents. Specifically, given a set

of user specified constraints, a workflow can be designed that can automatically invoke

intelligent services, contact experts, retrieve document and present the results to the user.
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List server

A

F

S

F Filtering
Service

A Aggregation
Service

S Summarization
Service

Legend

User Expert A

Expert B

Figure 6.3. An enhanced list server based knowledge flow process

For example, consider the knowledge request specified by a consultant in a large

consulting firm as given in Figure 6.4. The consultant wishes to acquire information on

healthcare data privacy compliance measures in the European market. Additionally, the

user has also specified the sources of knowledge to search and the sequence in which to

search the sources. The user also prefers to receive the knowledge in real-time as opposed

to a batch process and requires the process to end on satisfaction of the knowledge flow.

Request: Information on healthcare data privacy compliance measures for Europe
Sources: 1. Internal Knowledgebase; 2. Domain Experts
Search: Parallel
Response: Continuous
Time limit: None
Close on satisfaction: Yes

Figure 6.4. User specified constraints for a knowledge workflow

The knowledge workflow corresponding to the above request is shown in Figure 6.5.

The workflow is initiated by the consultant to satisfy a one time knowledge requirement

specified by a request. In this workflow, the user receives messages in real time and

continuously. The knowledge workflow is designed to terminate when the user receives

the first relevant document.
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Figure 6.5. A workflow for executing one-time knowledge flow

We use the BPMN notation (OMG, 2006) to describe the knowledge workflow. The

knowledge workflow is divided across 4 different pools. The knowledge workflow is

initiated when the consultant sends a query document to the knowledge workflow

management system (KWMS). The system invokes the intelligent knowledge

recommendation system (IR System) to identify relevant experts and repositories and

routes the query to appropriate experts and repositories. On receipt of a response, the

system routes the response to the initiator of the knowledge workflow. The initiator

reviews the responses as they are received and closes the knowledge flow as soon as the

knowledge requirement is satisfied.
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The process components displayed in the expert’s pool in Figure 6.5 present the

process from the domain expert’s perspective. The domain expert’s process component

begins when his or her email or knowledge management system receives the knowledge

request. If the knowledge workflow is closed before the expert opens the request, the

request is deleted and the flow is terminated, otherwise the expert can open the request

and respond to the request.

The automation of the knowledge flow process using the knowledge workflow

illustrated above has the following advantages. (1) It saves time by simultaneously

initiating multiple resources to respond to the knowledge query. (2) It prevents

overloading the user with responses even after the satisfaction of the request by

terminating the knowledge flow. (3) The termination of the knowledge flow also prevents

the domain experts from responding to requests that have already been satisfied. (4) The

integration with information retrieval and filtering services via an intelligent

recommendation system (IR System) alleviates the information overload problem by

preventing the routing of request to experts that are not relevant to the given query, and

by filtering out duplicate responses from experts and repositories. (5) It enables

knowledge codification and reuse by automatically saving the query response pairs to a

knowledgebase.

The knowledge workflow needs to be created step by step during the runtime as

follows. First, the user makes a request for knowledge according the specification in

Figure 6.4. An appropriate knowledge workflow model such as the one found in the first

box, i.e., a pool in BPMN notation, in Figure 6.5. This model needs to be started. Then,
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the second sub-model will be triggered. At sometime later, the third sub-model will be

triggered based on the result from the second sub-model. Similarly, the fourth sub-model

will be triggered as well. Two important concepts need to be explained here. First, these

workflow patterns are difficult to assemble a priori since many different combinations of

patterns exist. Second, the parameters of the patterns cannot be determined at the start of

the runtime since they need to be determined via knowledge discovery based on

knowledge relevancy. These two unique features of knowledge workflow management

make it difficult to automate within the confinement of a conventional workflow

management system.

6.5 Limitations of the Conventional Workflow Paradigm

While knowledge workflows are similar to structured business processes in some

aspects, key differences prevent the modeling and execution of knowledge workflows

using the existing workflow management systems. First, in a typical business process

such as order processing, the control flow and data flow are predetermined while

knowledge flow is of ad hoc nature and evolves based on user requirements and system

constraints that are difficult to define a priori. Second, with typical workflow

management systems, activities in a business process are assigned to roles, which are

then resolved at run time. However, in knowledge flows, the role-based workflow

paradigm breaks down since the routing of activities and flow of documents in

knowledge flow are based on retrieval-based matching criteria as opposed to role

resolution.
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Users & Applications

Figure 6.6. The conventional workflow paradigm (Wfmc, 1999)

The conventional workflow paradigm, as illustrated in Figure 6.6, requires that the

workflow model be “execution ready” before it is deployed into the workflow engine.

The prevalent workflow management systems do not allow the change of workflow

models once its execution starts.

6.6 A Formal Framework for Knowledge Workflow Management

In order to execute the knowledge workflows, we propose a component-based

architecture for knowledge workflow management. The knowledge workflow

management system can interact (1) with users and groups within a company and consist

of four major system components: (2) knowledge workflow modeler, (3) intelligent

workflow engine, (4) intelligent expertise locator and (4) intelligent document

recommender.
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Figure 6.7. Architecture for knowledge workflow management system

The information retrieval engine is used to execute functions such as document

recommendation, aggregation, filtering and other retrieval related functions. The

intelligent expertise locator is used for a function that is analogous to the role-resolution

function in traditional workflow systems. The former uses multiple sources of

information including organizational hierarchies, user interest profiles and social network

analysis to identify relevant experts. The knowledge workflow modeler assembles

knowledge workflow patterns to develop a knowledge workflow for satisfying the given

requirement. The knowledge workflow is executed using a state-machine based workflow

engine (Apache Software Foundation, 2006).

We use an intelligent workflow engine as it is better suited for executing workflows

where the control flow and sequence of activities cannot be determined at design time,

and is based on the outcome of intermediate events and input from user. In the proposed

architecture, the state machine based workflow executes an instance level model that is
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provided by the knowledge workflow management system. We specify formally the

various system components (See Figure 6.7) and related concepts. These specifications

will be used as the basis for various types of system analysis.

Definition 1 - Knowledge Workflow Pattern. We define a knowledge workflow pattern as

a 5-tuple P = <A, C, R, D, AS>, where

• A is a set of activities, each of which is assigned to a specific resource

• C is a set of conditions

• R is a set of resources and includes users, groups and machines

• An is a set of assignments, RAAn ×⊆ where each activity is assigned to a

predetermined resource.

• D is a set of data items associated with the workflow

• AS is an ordering of activities where CAAAS ××⊆

Definition 2 - Knowledge Workflow Model. A knowledge workflow model is defined as

follows

M = <P, An >, where

• P is a knowledge workflow pattern, and

• An is a set of assignments, RAAn ×⊆ where each activity is assigned to a

predetermined resource.

Definition 3 - State Machine Workflow. A workflow state machine is defined as

W = <M, S, E, T>, where

• M is a knowledge workflow model

• S is a set of allowable states for the knowledge workflow
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• E is a set of events that trigger a change in the state of the knowledge workflow

• T is a set of transitions where SET ×⊆

The state chart corresponding to the sub workflows described earlier is given in

Figure 6.8. On execution of all the workflows, if the knowledge request remains

unsatisfied, i.e. the query does not reach and end state of query closed, the workflow

engine consults the knowledge workflow management system for a model update, where

the user supplies either a new query or new constraints, based on which a new knowledge

workflow model is generated for execution.

RequestInitialized

•sendRequest

RequestClosedRequestActive

•sendRequest

•receiveDocs
•requestSatisified

•openRequest
•respond

Figure 6.8. A state-chart for the sample knowledge workflow

Definition 4 - Intelligent Expertise Locator. The intelligent resource locator is used to

identify experts relevant to the given query. Specifically, the Intelligent Resource Locator

provides two basic functions, function f to identify relevant experts and function g to

identify relevant knowledge-bases. They are defined as follows.

),('
HH RqfR =

),('
MM RqgR =
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Definition 5 - Knowledge Workflow Instance. A knowledge workflow instance is given

by

I = <W, s, i>, where

• W is a knowledge workflow model

• s is the state of the knowledge workflow and

• i is an instantiation of the data items in the workflow model.

Definition 6 - Knowledge Workflow Management System. The knowledge workflow

management system integrates all the above functions to provide a mechanism for

automating knowledge distribution. The activities of the knowledge workflow

management system can be summarized by the following algorithm:

Step 1. Receive query and parameters describing knowledge requirements

Step 2. Using the knowledge workflow modeler, identify suitable patterns

Step 3. Initialize pattern with users, using the intelligent resource locator

Step 4. Submit the knowledge workflows to the state machine workflow engine for

execution.

Step 5. If the knowledge request is active on completion of the workflows, generate new

knowledge workflows by repeating steps 1 through 4 above.

A sequence diagram illustrating the interaction between the components of the

knowledge workflow management system is given in Figure 6.9. 
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Figure 6.9. A sequence diagram showing interaction between various components

6.7 Summary

In this chapter, we argued that the conventional workflow paradigm is insufficient for

supporting knowledge workflows directly due to a mismatch between the dynamic and in

deterministic nature of knowledge workflow and the fixed model paradigm of

conventional workflow engine. Further, we proposed an architecture for knowledge

workflow management systems that consists of an intelligent workflow engine, a

knowledge workflow modeler, an intelligent expertise locator, and an intelligent

document recommender.

We also presented a set of mathematical representations of these components, which

are used to describe their functionality. These mathematical representations help
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illuminate the theoretical underpinning of the system functions as shown also in a

sequence diagram. Our future research includes the following topics:

• Verification of the completeness and correctness of the state-machine workflow

representations that are generated from a knowledge workflow model

• Investigation of conflicts, exceptions, and other issues related to the dynamic

extension of knowledge workflow models

• Identification of knowledge workflow patterns including basic patterns and their

assembly towards more complex knowledge workflows. and

• Prevention of information overload by controlling the intensity of knowledge flows at

the user and system levels.
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7 CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation, we have presented four closely related studies that develop new

technologies aimed at automating the flow of knowledge in organizations. In the first

study, we presented an experiment to evaluate the impact of organizational concept space

(OCS) on the precision and recall of a knowledge distribution algorithm in the context of

distributing call-for-papers to a set of interested users. We analyzed the specific impact

of various ways of using the OCS and observed that extended concept matching using

similarity sets resulted in both higher precision and recall values as compared to direct

concept matching. In addition to the analysis of the experimental results, we presented

the key algorithms used in implementing the organizational concept space, and a

probabilistic framework to help evaluate the utility of the system. The experiment

detailed in this section validates the organizational concept space in the specific context

of distributing call-for-papers to a relatively small sample size of ten users.

In the second study, we proposed a task-centric document recommendation technique

that enables the automatic recommendation of relevant documents without the need for

either user initiation or design time specification of document requirements. In addition,

we presented a query generation technique with two mechanisms for dynamically

generating more effective queries from task descriptions. Our evaluation shows that the

proposed mechanisms outperformed the baseline method of using complete task

descriptions. The dynamic recommendation of task-centric documents has several

benefits with respect to enterprise knowledge flow. First, it frees the workers from
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creating key terms in the document retrieval queries. This can potentially improve the

productivity of knowledge workers. Second, task-centric document recommendation can

improve the quality of knowledge work by providing more accurately matched

documents that are relevant to the tasks at hand.

In the third study, we proposed a framework for identifying and categorizing features

affecting query performance. We proposed several new features that predict query

performance and developed predictors that leverage multiple query features for better

prediction accuracy. We presented an analysis of term distribution in domain-specific

corpora and proposed new extensions to entropy-based predictors to account for

variations in term-distribution. The proposed predictors will enable the integration of

document recommender systems with task-centric applications. The query performance

framework will enable further research on the development of high accuracy predictors.

In future work, we intend to evaluate advanced machine learning algorithms to further

improve prediction accuracy and develop measures to estimate synonymy problem in

domain specific corpora.

In the fourth study, we proposed a new type of workflow called knowledge

workflows to automate the flow of knowledge in an enterprise. To the best of our

knowledge, the proposed knowledge workflow technique is the first such attempt at

automating knowledge flows that are outside of a structured business process. We argued

that the conventional workflow paradigm is insufficient for supporting knowledge

workflows directly due to a mismatch between the dynamic and nondeterministic nature

of knowledge workflow and the fixed model paradigm of conventional workflow engine.
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Further, we proposed an architecture for knowledge workflow management systems that

consists of an intelligent workflow engine, a knowledge workflow modeler, an intelligent

expertise locator, and an intelligent document recommender. We also presented a set of

mathematical representations of these components, which are used to describe their

functionality. These mathematical representations help illuminate the theoretical

underpinning of the system functions and allow further analysis in our future research.

We believe that the query generation technique, the performance prediction model

and the workflow-based automation techniques proposed in this dissertation constitute a

core group of enabling technologies for facilitating seamless discovery and sharing of

knowledge in enterprise environments, and will enable the development of a new

generation of knowledge management.
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